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ABSTRåCT

when designing very large software systems it is difficultto maintain consistency throughout thã deveropment lifecyclÁbecause such systems cannot be mentarly mãnaged by oneperson. The lack of consistency r or "concèptual integiity",results in systems that experiãnce higher ãerreropment costsand decreased fl-exibirity. A high degree of frexibility iscruciar in very large software systemã; these systems aretoo large to recreate for every ñew adaptation so they mustevorve. This thesis presents techñiques to increaseconceptual integrity from the design stage through to themaintenance stage of the software devetopmãnt lifeãycre.
First, a.quantitative metric is developed for modurecohesion; this is done by externarizing thè five factorsthat influence module coheãion.

second I a. quantitative metric is developed for modulecoupling; this is done by externalizing the seven factorsthat influence module coupling.
Third, the fundamental concepts of q toor for modelling asoftware system design, called spÀM (an acronym for syslemPlanning Moder), are presented. The spAM toor bases systemdesign on the data frow diagram methodology by aivoicinjdata elements from contror erements early-- in the desigñstage. Thg prospective design is represenÉed wittr a systèmschema, which a1lows flexible scoping, connection mapþing,

system wide cross referencing, versioñ control, project teamcontror, and various other features. spAM is- cãpabIe ofevaruating a prospective system design before any ðode has
been written by_applying the quantitative couplin! metric tothe design model.

Às well as aiding in the design stage of development,extensions to sPÀM are introduced for inðreasing the ã.gr..of automation in the programming, testing, deplõyment, andmaintenance stages of developmeñt, althorlgh thä dåsign stageis the focus of this dissertãtion. rt sñourd be noted ttrãtthis dissertation is concerned r+ith the specifications ofsPÀM, and does not describe a specific implementation ofsuch a tool "
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ChapÈer I
INTRODUCTION

"The r¿hole of sc ience is nothing more
refinement of everyday thinking."

than

Albert Einstein

computer technology has given man the capabirity of
creating systems that are so complex that their behavior
cannot be predicted under many c i rcumstances. As

computerized systems become more and more predominant,

society as a whole is increasingry dependant on their
quality and reliability. Computers are now engaged in
sysLems that v¡ere traditionalry dominated by human beings.
Examples may be drawn from transportation, communications,

f inance r âs werr as host of others too numerous to
enumerate. with the advent of computers, many of these
systems have expanded to the point where humans are
incapabre of resuming the task shourd the machines fair. Àn

example of such a system is the telephone network which is
moving towards total computer control by the year 2010 l7l.
rt has been estimated that if the North American telephone

system were to revert back to total human contror it would

take every female between the ages of 16 and 60 to act as

terephone operators [8] " of course it may be counter argued

that if that many peopre were occupied at work the road on

the telephone system would be greatly diminished!
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The amount of computer software controrring important
functions in society is 1ike1y only to increase in the

future. Às older software becomes obsolete it may be

physically impossible, and certainly prohibitive in the

monetary sense, to create replacements for the obsoreted

software" This suggests that the software created today

should be adaptabre to respond to changing reguirements.
The formarization of software engineering techniques is an

increasingry important topic as more and more systems rery
on some degree of computer control.

1 ..I BACKGROT'ND

computer science has benefited from the formalization of
software engineering techniques. Methodorogies such as

structured programming, structured anarysis, structured
design (also known as composite 1 design) , structured
testing, and a host of others have contributed to the

formalization of software composition. The term

"structured" seems to appear in computer science literature
frequentry in the past number of years when referring to
software development techniques. It seems that "structured"
is added to articles and techniques because it is perceived

by the software engineering community that "to be structured
is to be good". what does the word structured mean in the

context of computer science? the webster's dictionary [56]

I Myers used the term
to describe what
desi9D".

"composite design" in [43], 1441, l45lis now commonly known as "strucLured



def ines structured as

"to build or construct in
organization".

a definite pattern of

This def inition intimates that there is a formar pran

involved in the construction process. rndeed, it seems

that wherever the word "structured" appears in software
engineering riterature the reader may substitute the word

"formalized" to obtain a clearer understanding of the intent
of the techniques.

1"2 MOTIVATION

The current state of software engineering has the system

development process refined to a series of steps which are
generarly referred to as the soft¡rare Development Lifecycle
(SOLC) t51 I . These steps are also known as the Waterfall
Mode1 of System Development 1101. ÀIthough the exact names

of the steps in the sDLc vary from author to author and the
levers of refinement differ, the aim of the process is
generarry accepted" The phases of the software development

lifecycle are:

1. RequiremenÈs.

This stage is someLimes referred to as the systems

analysis stage because it is here that the probrem is
described and a fundamental understanding of the
problem obtained. Usually a feasibility study is
undertaken at this stage to determine whether it is
appropriaLe to computerize the application.
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2 " Specifications.
The specifications stage involves the formarization
of the data gathered into a crear and concise
statement of what the system is to do. These

specifications describe what the system is intended

to do from the users' perspective as opposed to the

designers' perspective"

3 " Design.

The design stage involves detailing system entities,
referred to as modures, and their interconnections.
The design produced is independant of any computer

language or implementation"

4" Programming.

The programming stage invorves imprementing the

system design in some computer 1anguage.

5. Testing.

Testing is the stage where the program's quality is
demonstrated and the program is shown to be reliabre
to an acceptable level of confidence.

6. Deployment.

Deployment is the process of introducing the finished
system into its intended environrnent.

7. Maíntenance"

Maintenance refers to changes made to the system

after delivery to the customer"

4-



Recentry some research has been done in an effort to
automate of one or more stages of the sDLc. The automation

of all or part of the sDLc wourd be advantageous because,

left undetected, an error that propagates through the entire
cycle is costly to correct. The SDLC is highly labour
intensive and any increase in automation would mean a

decrease in labour costs and an increase in reliabirity and

fl-exibility. For example, if there v¡ere an error in the

specifications for a system that went undetected through to
the testing stager äo automated life cycle would allow the

software engineer to change the incorrect portion of the

specifications and regenerate the system. Essentially this
means that the only labour involved in the construction of
the system would be the anarysis of requirements and the
writing of the specifications. some researchers believe
that virtually all labour can be eliminated from the
software development process, and their research is geared

in that direction. (erin to pruning a tree while sitting on

a branch. )

very few peopre claim to have a contrivance that
automates the sDLc t351. This is because it. is not an easy

thing to do" specifications are almost arways written in a

naturar language like English, ¡+hich means that they are

ambi guous , imprec i se , and i ncomplete . Mathemat icat-1 i ke

software specification languages are required which are

capable of describing a probrem in a non-procedural manner.

5



Many of the fourth generation report generating languages

are a first step in this direction. The research in this
field continues and software engineers sharl have to be

content for the time being with the automation of individual
parts of the sDLc. ultimately, the fate of any procedure

that does not require creative effort is automation.

while it is theoreticarly known that errors that
propagate through the sDLc are costly to correct, it is much

more dramatic to show the amount of time actually spent on

each phase of the sDLc for a number of systems. This has

been empirically measured [34]. Às it turns out, about 67%

of sDLc effort goes into maintenance and only about 5% goes

into the design stage " This seems intuitivery wrong,

especially since software is intangible and does not
degenerate with time as would a road or a bridge.
rnstinctively one would think that more effort would go into
creating the system than maintaining it.

The lack of automation in the software development
lifecycre is evidence that !{e sirnply do not fuì-J.y understand
the process well enough yet. The goar of this thesis is to
identify and formarize ner{ technigues, create nev¡ toors, and

refine manners of thinking in the desiqn stage of the sDLc.

Àn improved design stage wourd catch errors earrier in the
deveropment and permit the process to be more frexibre in
the event that an unplanned change to the system Ì,¡as

requi red.

6-



The software crisis comes into focus where very large
software systems are involved. (very large is defined to be

10 million lines of source code or more.) Àn articre in
rEEE COMPUTER on the subject of the strategic Defense

tnitiative (soI) 1461 reported that a software project of 10

million lines would contain about 5000 errors, or even more,

at the time it became operational. It is not obvious to
many software professionals that there is a software crisis
with respect to very large software systems; this is because

these people have not come into contact with software
systems of such immense size. rn 1461, David parnas is
quoted as follows with respect to very rarge software
systems:

"Those who think that software designs will becomeeasy, and that errors wilI disappear, have notattacked substantial problems. "

The only hope for very large software systems is a much more

automated, integrated, and formalized way of managing them.

1 .3 D{ETHOD

rn this thesis a set of quantitative software design metrics
is developed that measure modure coupling and cohesion. The

concepts of module coupling and module cohesion were

pioneered by Glenford Myers [ 40f , l4lJ , l4Z] , [43] , l44l , and

[45]. Modure coupling is a measure of the inter-relatedness
of a set of modules. The higher the degree of inter-
relatedness, the less independent the moduLes are. Thus,

7-



low coupling between modules is desireable. Module

cohesion, also known as modure strength, is a measure of how

the elements internal to a modure are related. The higher
the degree of cohesion, the more tightly bound the
statements in the modure are. rn effect, the cohesion
metric measures to what degree a collection of program

erements deserves to be a module. For any given program it
is desireable to minimize coupring and rnaximize cohesion.

This thesis develops a set of guantitative metrics for
modure coupring and modure cohesion. Before proceeding, the

term "metric" should be defined. Àn elegant and concise
description of software metrics is given by Tom DeMarco in
[15]' chapter 7, pages 49 through 61. rt is tempting to
paraphrase DeMarco because he is so succinct; that chapter
of his book should be read. The webster's dictionary t56l
defines metric to be:

"Of or relating to an art, process, or science of
measuring. "

rn this thesis two different kinds of metrics are discussed,
guaritative metrics and quantitaÈive metrics. Àn example of
a qualitative metric might be "we prayed a good gane even

though we lost". An example of a quantitative metric might
be "The score Ì.¡as 29-30 f or them". A quantitative metric
attaches a numerical varue to the item being measured while
a qualitative metric uses non-numericar descriptive phrases.

8-



The presence of a quantitative metric does not imply that
there is no human judgement involved in the measurement

process. It wourd be ideat if human judgement could be

eriminated entirery, but this is not arways possibre. In
the above example, even though the score evaluated to zg-30,

the life of the game was firled with judgement calrs by the
referees. The final score 29-30 is the curmination of a

series of smal-r independent judgements by the referees and

the players. Even sor the score 29-30 is more descriptive
and meaningf uI than the phrase "Ì.re lost".

The current design metrics for coupling and cohesion are
quaritative, unrike the quantitative ones that are developed

in this thesis.

The enhancements that are made to coupring and cohesion
are used to develop a toor for modelling the design of a

software system, called spAM (an acronym for system planning

Moder). rn other scientific and engineering disciplines
moders are often employed to gain a better understanding of
a problem area because:

ø Models are

itself "

cheaper to construct than the product

It takes less time

than the product i
Since the model

isolation"

to construct

tself.
is small it

a model of the product

9

is easy to study in



rn this dissertation a model of a software system is
constructed based on the data frow methodologies defined by

DeMarco 114), and Gane and sarson 1191. The design model is
called a system schema" program data el-ements are divorced
from program control erements early in the design stage.
The coupling metric developed in this thesis is applied to
the model to study the model for weaknesses.

1,4 AttDrEtdcE

The intended audience of this dissertation is the software
engineering community. Before proceeding with the matter at
hand, the term "software engineer" begs to be defined.
software engineering is a rerativery new field when compared

to other scientific and engineering disciprines. what is a

software engineer and what does he do? An accuraLe and

descriptive definition of software engineering t10l is given

oÐ.

"software Engineering is the application ofscience and mathematics by which thã-capabilities
of computer equipment are made usefut tó man viacomputer programs, procedures, and assoc iated
documentation. "

rt shourd be emphasized that software engineering is rerated
to other engineering disciplines only in name and

philosophy; software engineering principres are equarly as

appricabre to business systems as tc scientific systems. By

examining the definition given above it may be concruded

that the software engineer is a softrsare expert. Given that

10



understanding, what are the relationships between the
programmer, the systems anaryst, rhe systems designer, the
computer scientist, and the software engineer? rs the
computer scientist not a software expert? the systems

analyst is an expert at the requirements and specifications
stages of the sDLc. The systems designer is an expert at
the design phase of the sDLc, and the programmer an expert
at the programming phase. À programmer/analyst is an expert
at the requirements, specifications, design, and programming

phases of the sDLc. The software engineer is a software
expert who is intimate with arl phases of the sDLc. The

terms programmer, system analyst, and system designer arose

historically from the order in which the sDLc phases were

ident i f ied.

An engineer has the function of apprying known sorutions
to new problems in an attempl to satisfy user requirements.
rn effect, an engineer is someone that buirds tools for
others to use" This is especially true in software where

the product that is developed is often the means to some

other end ("g. compilers, data bases, text editors, etc.).
I^ihat if a probrem requires a new technique unknown to the
software engineer? rhe computer scientist is the individual
that creates the new techniques for the software engineer.
That is to sây, the computer scientist is the theoretician
while the software engineer is the practitioner. The

relationship between a computer scientist and an engineer is

11



similar to the relationship between a mathematician and an

engineer. The mathematician creates a general sorution for
an equivalence crass of probrems; the engineer identifies a

particular problem as belonging Lo a certain equivalence
class and applies the known solution.

r t has been observed in many software development

projects that the peopre acting as software engineers have

rittle or no background in computer science t2gl. These

'born-again' 2 computer scientists come from other
disciplines such as engineering, mathematics, accounting,
etc. For exampre , of the 1 200 staff working on Bell-
Northern Research's (gNn) DD{s (nigitat Multip}exed switch)
ress than 20% had a formar software background; the
remainder were largery erectricar engineers with little or
no formal software background. By either design or
circumstance it seems to be the rule rather than the
exception to employ such people in the construction of all
kinds of software, some of which is of a rife and death
critical nature. I t i s important to point out thi s

abnormality at a time when management is concerned with the
increasing costs of software. Management employs people,
who are undoubtedly gifted in their own field but never the
less know very little about computer science, Lo construct

2 The expression "born-again" is a biblical term t5] used torefer to a person who has been awakened to a newdoctrine. The term is used above in a tongue in cheekfashion to refer to people who were not ãpecificalrytrained as software engineers but feer st-rongly thaithey are qualified to produce software systems.

12



elaborate software systems. Management then wonders why

costs overrun and projects are late. The analogous

situation would be to hire a rawyer, who is probably a very
clever fellow when it comes to the raw, to remove an

appendix; removing an appendix is a simple procedure by

surgical standards, yet most would agree that it is a

comprex problem if the practitioner is not surgicarry
trained. Regardless of why this practice seems to be taking
place in the software industry, the fact is it just is, The

reversal of this trend is a politicar adventure that is
beyond the scope of this thesis3

This thesis introduces ne$¡ techniques tha

software engineers, whatever their background,

reliable, flexibte, and cost-effective software

t will aid

in building
systems.

1.5 IIMIT OF SCOPE

Às well as being theoreticar in nature, the concepts
presented in this thesis are intended to apply to a rimited
class of systems, namely to telephony
communications switches Ig] , [7] , 16l , [9] " some

presentation are general enough to be applied
in general, although this was not the goal.
characteristic features of such systems.

intended to be an exhaustive list; rather, it
give the reader the flavour of these systems.

3 George orwell said, "rn the end, everything is political-."
13
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The systems are totally RAM based in rear memory with
no dynamic address translation or virtuar memory. The

size of real rnemory i s large, between 6 and 12

megabytes for data and another 6 to 12 megabytes for
program 

"

Data bases and files are maintained in RÀM for fast
access. The only external fire medium is a magnetic

Lape rog of torr transactions (for toll switches onry).
The machines and their associated systems run 24 hours
per day, 365 days per year without interruption. The

computer runs off of the same 24 volt battery supply
that provides power for the telephone system, therefore
the power supply is never interrupted.
The hardware is designed to be extremely reliabre,
often with redundant cpu's and memories that execute in
pararrel. The rated unschedured down time for such

systems is 6 minutes every 50 years.

security in the software is not a consideration. The

machines are logical1y and physicarly secured from

tampering" The machine is only programmed by

authorized personnel.

Speed of execution and efficiency is a prime

consideration. The software runs in rear-time. The

machine must be capable of handring network traffic
without delay during peak traffic conditions.
The software running on these systems is rarge, in the
order of 3 to 6 million rines of high level source
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code. The

modul-es.

ø The systems

and tools

constant 1y

use state of the art
to increase flexibility.
undergoing change"

software technigues

The systems are

system is literally composed of thousands of

The systems described

series.
are BNR's DMS 1 00, 200, and 300

1 "6 ORGANIZATION OF THIS THESIS

chapters 2 through 5 of this dissertation contain a short
introduction and abstract at the beginning of each chapter.
This is because the results from each of these chapters can

be studied in isolation"

chapter 2 of this thesis addresses many of the
shortcomings of the current terminology that is used to
describe concepts in softv¡are design. Many of the concepts
discussed in chapter 2 are forkrore, but the terminology
assigned to the concepts is nelr. As welr as discussing many

known concepts, several new concepts are introduced. The

terminology created in chapter 2 is used in rater chapters.

chapter 3 of this thesis discusses and reviews the
accepted module cohesion metrics. The factors that
influence module cohesion are externalized and a theoretical
formula for a quantitative cohesion metric is presented.
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Chapt.er 4 of this disserta
accepted module coupling

influence modul-e coupling are

formula for a quantitative
presented.

tion reviews and discusses the

metrics " The factors that
externalized and a theoretical

module coupling metric is

Chapter 5 of this dissertation outlines and discusses the
concepts invorved with an automated tool for representing
software system designs. The design technique developed is
new and as such only the theoretical concepts and

requirements are outlined; the implementation detairs of the
tool are not discussed"

chapter 6 of this thesis presents a summary of the topics
discussed in this thesis and outlines further work that
should be undertaken,

- 16



Chapter II
TERMINOTOGY

"By_relieving the brain of all unnecessary work, agood notation (terminology) sets it free toconcentrate on more advanced problems, and ineffect increases the mental pov¡er of the race."

- À. N. Whitehead

2.1 ABSTR^åCT

The state of the art in terminology used to describe the
internal rerationships of modular software systems is
incomplete, imprecise, and in some cases incorrect. rt is
difficult to communicate ideas in an articulate fashion when

the terminology is so vague. Às well, it is difficurt to
create new concepts when the current knowledge base lacks
the lucidity that a proper terminology would provide. often
the definition creates the meaning, and the definitions are
poor. This chapter develops a comprehensive terminology
that can be used to moder the internar rerationships of
program elements in a traditional modular programming

environment" Às werl as providing crarification of accepted
terms, this chapter also introduces several new terms. The

resulting terminology provides the software designer with a

consistent tool for understanding the internal relationships
of software systems.

17



2"2 I¡üTRODUCTTON

2"?" 1 Backqround

For as long as computer software has been written there has

been a search for improved techniques in an effort to take
the intuitivism out of software composition. These

techniques vary and cover a wide range of topics from

development methodologies, plann i ng and estimating
procedures, diagramming technigues, to a host of others too
numerous to enumerate" The state of the art of software
construction is a highly intuitive and judgemental process.

The intent of inventing nev¡ techniques and formalisms is to
externalize the underlying concepts of software composition.
Arthough many individuals, the author incruded, consider
themserves to be "software engineers", software composition
is far from being a true scientific or engineering
di sc ipl ine. Even so called "experts" in the software
engineering fietd differ by as much as three hundred percent
or more lSZl when asked to estimate the resources required
to comprete a given software project. Individuals must rely
largery on intuition rather than a set of accepted metrics.
À higher lever of understanding might promote software
engineering from an art to a true scientific or engineering
discipline.

There are several reasons why the current
understanding of software concepts is inadequate

be improved. Software composition is a creati

leve1 of

and should

ve process
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that must be performed by individuals so gifted. The

externalization of the underlying concepts of software might

allow individuars of a less creative nature to develop

software that can no$' only be written by highly creative
individuals" ultimately, the process may be sirnplified to
the point where software could compose software. Whi Ie
there has been success with automated software development

in limited areas, in general, such projects have not been

fruitfur to date" (parser generators are an example of
automated software development that has been successful in
one limited well defined scope.)

2 "2.2 Goals

one of the aspects of software that is in dire need of
improvement is terminology. often the terminorogy that is
assigned to objects and ideas refl-ects and constrains one's
thinking on those topics. The current terminology does not
accurately describe the state of the art of software. Given

that, it cannot expected it to lend itserf to new and

undiscovered areas. It is this author's opinion that this
is one of the main reasons that the generar case of
automated software development has not been successfur.

The purpose of this chapter is to define a terminorogy to
describe the aspects of software design associated with
coupring and cohesion [43] , l4sl . rn particular, this
chapter defines terminology to describe the interactions and
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complexity of both program executable elements and program

data el-ements. As well as introducing new terminology, this
chapter wirl arso reexamine many of the accepted terms. The

ultimate goal of these definitions is to work towards a

quantitative metric for modure coupling and cohesion, which

is measured qualitatively at the moment.

?"3 ELUCTDATTNG THE DEFr${ITTON OF ð MODI'LE

one of the aspects associated with structured design t6sl is
the decomposition of a probrem into a number of separate
pieces caIled modules. There are a number of varied
techniques for decomposing a problem into moduÌes, the
discussion of which are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Each modure moders onry one particurar aspect of the problem

and as such, each module is easier to imprement than the
whore problem. Before such terms as "modular design",
"modurar systems", and "modurarity" can be discussed it is
essential that the term "module" be better understood. The

term "module" is probably one of the most used and least
understood terms used in software engineering. Even those
who intuitivery understand the concept are not capable of
giving a coherent definition. The purpose of these next two

sections is to clarify the term "module",
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2,3,1 gthat A ModuLe rs Not

Yourdon, in [0a1 (chapter 3), spent an entire chapter trying
to describe a module. yourdon does not actuarry give a

formal definition of a module. yourdon spends a lot of time
telling the reader what a modure is not, but very l-ittle
time on what a module is. Most notedry, yourdon intimates
that a module is not:

@ a fixed but otherwise arbitrary number of programming

language statements" While experience suggests that
most good modules have fewer than 50 program

statements, this does not impry that any set of less
than 50 program statements is a module, nor does it
precrude a set of greater than 50 program statements

from being a module.

@ a unit of machine resources" whire experience shows

that most good modules have small resource

reguirements, this does not imply that anything that
fits into 4K of memory or on 1 track of disk is a

modure' nor does it precrude anything that requires
larger resources f rom being a rnodule.

@ a uniÈ of man resources. While experience suggests

that modules shourd be written and debugged by only one

person, this does not imply that the amount of code

generated by one person in some fixed but otherwise

arbitrary unit of time is a module, nor does it
precrude anything written by more than one person from

being a module.
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Yourdon (on page 93 ) admitted that
definition of modularity is difficult and

with the following bit of wisdom:

"Modularity in a computer program seems
much like honesty in a politician:
claims that he has it, but it seems
knows what it is, how to instill i
achieve it, or how to enforce it."

pinpoint ing the

left the reader

to be very
everyone

that nobodv
t, how to

It seems that the difference between

non modular program in the eyes of

described using the same axiom that
pornography, namely, "I know it when

a modular program and a

many programmers can be

distinguishes art from

I see it".

The definition of a module is complicated by the neÍ¡

package oriented and object oriented programming languages.
(A package or an object encapsurates both procedures and

data in one program scope [1], [9], Is+1, [39], l+t1, 160l,

1.201 , [48]. ) laany programmers are
wrongry under the impression that a module is another name

for a compilation unit. Is a package a module? ts a

procedure a module? tf a package is a modure then what is
one of the procedures within the package? rt a procedure is
a modure then what is a package? guestions such as these

are fundamentar and should be answered before the term

"moduIe" is used in program comprexity problems; it seems

unreasonable to compute the comprexity of a module in a

quantitative fashion when the intuitive definition is
elus i ve .

[61], 1121, ls0l,



crearry, it is difficurt to find a real worrd anarog of a

module since it does not correspond exactry to any known

object. There are many references that discuss modules and

their part in modurar programming, but there are few that
actually define the term module. rndependent of how they
are worded, most of the software design scriptures arlude
that:

À module is part of a program.

À module has a name.

A module performs one function.
À module can be tested separately.
À module can be compiled separately.
À module contains both the data erements and executabre
elements necessary to model one aspect of a probrem.

while the above definition seems reasonable, it is in
fact inadequate. consider a program entity that performs a

multitude of functions on the same data item, perhaps

controlled by passing down an opcode or a frag. whire most

designers would agree that such an entity is not an ideal
module, it is nevertheless a modure. The part of the
definition that craims that a module performs onry one

function refers to a qood modure; in the rear worrd there
are always tradeoffs to consider, and as such, modures are
often not ideaI. rn addition to that, not arl program

entities contain functional elements; some package oriented
ranguages arrow packages to contain data anð,/or type
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definitions only" rhis argument

logical operations that an entity
its ability to be called a module

suggests that the number of

performs does not dictate

The qualification that a module have a name by which it
may be referenced leads many programmers to draw the
conc1usion that "module" 1s a generic name for subroutine,
procedure, function, etc. because each of these program

entities has a name. Many individual program statements are
labelled with either a name or a number, yet one does not
jump to the conclusion that all such labelled statements are
modules. To demonstrate that having a name is not a

necessary quarification for a module, consider a pL/r

procedure with multiple entry points. Àlthough the
procedure itself has a name, the name serves no purpose and

may be omitted because all transfers could be accomplished
via the entry points. yet, most designers wourd say that
the entity containing the entry points was a modure. These

arguments suggest that having a name is not necessarily a

qual i f icat ion f or a program ent i ty t.o be a module.

2"3"2 [{hat g þlodule Is
The problem that is being encountered is the mapping of the
rogical concept of a "module" onto some physical program

entity. That is just the point. A modure is a loqicar
concept ' not a physical entity. rt would be highly
desireable if the program's physical boundaries coincided
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v¡ith the logical boundaries of the modules; if these
boundaries were in harmony then program design and

maintenance would be simplified. The intent of developing
programming ranguages wiLh Varied scope rures such as

package oriented ranguages and object oriented ranguages is
to have the compilation units of a ranguage more closely
emulate logical module boundaries.

À module therefore, is whatever the designer defines it
to be using the programming language facilities available.
This does not mean that the entity that the designer defined
as a modure is a good modure, it is just a module. For
example, a designer might say that every set of 20 program

statements is a module. rf he says that they are modures

then they are, even though they may not be good modures.
(one must not overlook the extreme remote possibility that
dividing a program along arbitrary rines may resurt in a

collection of good modules.)

This discussion brings into focus yourdon's observation,
namery, that even though peopre decompose their programs

into a series of compiration units which they refer to as

rnodures, their programs are not very "modurar". The same

observation was made by parnas [49], onry in a much more

round about vray. This is true because there is such a vast
difference between a correction of good modules versus a

collection of bad modules. A program that is "modurar" is
composed of good modures and is thus easy to maintain
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because program complexity has been reduced. À program that
is composed of good modures is easy to maintain because the
rogicar boundaries correspond to the physicar boundaries;
this is important because the logical structure of the
program can be viewed by a reader as part of the physical
structure of the program, without having to first understand
the workings of the program. This is desireable for the
same reasons that indenting the layout of structured control
structures in a program is desireable, There is further
precedent in storing program source code in a file structure
that emulates the rogical structure of the program. In
essence, information that was previousry impricit is now

being conveyed explicitly by one means or another.

Any definition given for a

points: the definition of a

definition of a good module.

module must contain two

module in general and the

Given the above discussion,
the definition of a modure presented in this thesis is:

A module is a collection of program elements
encapsulated within a logical boundary. À good
module is a collection of program elements [hatare encapsulated within a logical boundary,exhibit high cohesion, and the logicar boundarycoincides with physical programming language
constructs.

The above definition highlights the fact that a modure is a

logical program unit. Entities such as procedures,

subroutines, functions, packages, and other compilation
units are physical program units. Therefore, modular design
is not simply the decomposition of one rarge physical
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compilation unit into
uniLs; this type of act

not very "modular" (as

several smaller physical compilation
ion would result in systems that were

Yourdon observed).

2"3"2"1 Goals of Modular Desígn

It has been said l45l that the process of decomposing a

program into modules could be carried on to the point where

each modure consists of only one statement, and that such a

design would be preeminent. On the contrary, this would

likery not achieve the primary goal of modurar design,
namely, that of reducing program complexity. Reducing a

program' s complexity has a positive effect on its cost and

maintainability [43], [4s]. As more modu]es are introduced
into a design the complexity of the program may tend to
increase because the number of connections between modules

wourd increase, The increased number of connections reads
to more compricated interactions between the modules, thus
obscuring the desired crarity. À design that effectively
decreases the overall complexity of a program is a fine (and

not werr understood) barance between the size of the modures

and the number and type of interactions between the modures.

while it is desireable to have a large number of modules, it
is arso desireable to rninimize the number of interactions
between modureso À good design tends to be a tradeoff
between modure size and Èhe number of inter-modure
connections, as depicted by the curve in figure 1. rt is
already generally accepted that a program containing a small
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number of extremely Iarge modules

need be" The premise of figure 1,

small modules do not reduce program

by a recent empirical study 1131.
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assume that the program for the sieve of Eratosthenes is
less intrinsicly complex than the program for the strategic
Ðefense rnitiative (sor ). No matter how good the design of
an sDr program might be it wourd be far more complex than a

Sreve program. Às the intrinsic complexity of a program

increases the vertex of the parabola depicting the

complexity would move up the Y axis. For any one problem

however the shape of the curve would be a truthful
description of the design tradeoffs. Thus from the above vre

arrive at a definition for modular design. In this thesis,
modular design is defined to be:

Modular design is the decomposition of a probleminto logical units caIled módules, and then themapping of those modules onto physical program
units with the intent of reaucing the ãveiarl
program complexity. The quality of the design isdetermined by its ef f ectivenãss at redrlc ingprogram complexity.

The above definition fails to give any insight into what

logical elements shourd be grouped together to form a

module. Researchers in the cognitive sciences strongly
suspect that such information is domain dependant. rn any

case, the logicar characteristics of the system are

determined during the specifications stage of development,

not during the design stage. The purpose of the design
stage is to propose a computer moder of the logicarly
defined system constructed during the specification stage.
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2"3"2"2 Non-Tradítional packaEing Schemes

Given the above definition of a modure, both a package and

any procedures contained within that package are modures.

In fact what is developed is a hierarchy of modules with ar1
entities at each level being called a module. For example,

each procedure within a package exhibits a level of
cohesion. The elements of the procedures are the executabLe

statements and the data definitions contained within the
procedure" The package also exhibits a level of cohesion.
The erements of the package are the procedures and data
definitions contained within it. For example, if a package

contained a number of procedures and one data item where

each procedure performed a different operation on the data
item, then the package would exhibit information cohesion

1431 , l44l , [45]. on the other hand, shourd the procedures

and data items within the package be rogicarly unrerated,
then the package wourd exhibit coincidental cohesion t65l "

rn the same wây, packages may be grouped together into sub-
systems which also exhibit cohesion. In this case the
erements are the packages within the sub-system. Sub-

systems may be grouped together into systems, and so on. rn
this wây, the definition of a modure and its quaritative
metric can be nested. The package concept is a convenient
method of introducing a rever of scope that superposes the
normaf module scope.
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2,4, coNldEcTIoNs

The composition of modul-es to make a program requires that
the modures interact with each other. The number and type
of the interactions affect the complexity of the program.

rn order to evaluate the quarity of various designs it is
important that these interactions be classified and ranked.
There are th'o differenL types of information that modures

may exchange:

Data information,

Control information"

Information is conveyed between program segments via
connections" À connection is a reference from one program

erement to another" There are connections internat to a

module as welr as connections between different modules.

Each connection can carry either control information or data
information" There are implicit connections and expricit
connections, both of which must be considered. For exampre,

there is an implicit contror connection between program

statements that are executed in a sequential manner within a

single module. This can be said of arl crassic von Neumann

machines. Àn expricit connection is a named reference to
the program element in question.

Connec t i ons are synchronous information paths.
connections that are capable of transmitting information and

receiving information are defined to be bi-direcÈionar

@

@
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connections v¡hereas connections that can either transmit or
receive but not both are defined to be uni-direcÈiona1
connections. There are two instances of uni-directional
connections, one for each direction in which the information
may travel "

rn analyzing information frow direction one has to be

careful when using the relative terms "in" and "out" to
describe the movement of data. This is because the flow of
data information in a program is not necessarij_y rerated to
the control- fl-ov¡ of the program. For example I a certain
module may never be given control yet data may flow in and

out of the module. consider the folrowing scenario:

PACKAGE P1 USES P3;
PROCEDURE 51;

A := 29;
END 51;

END P1;

PACKAGE P2 USES P3;
VÀR B: INTEGER;
PROCEDURE 52¡

B:=Ai
END 52¡

END P2;

PACKAGE P3;
VAR À: INTEGER;

END P3;

rn the above exampler pâckage p3 is never given control yet
variable A in package p3 moves in via procedure s1 in
package P1, and moves out via procedure sz in package p2.

The same sort of scenario can be developed using FORTRAN

common bl-ocks. This is why program designers use daÈa flow
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diagrams [19] to depict the flow of. data in a program

whereas other techniques such as flor+charts, hierarchy
diagrams, etc" [36] are used to depict the flow of control
in a program" Normalry the terms 'tin'and "out" refer to
objects being received and transmitLed by the module having
control respectively. In the analysis of coupling, the
correct perspective is from that of the data object being
transferred, not from the modure perforrning the transfer.
rn the terminology of structured sysLems anarysis ['19] , the
data is being transferred to or from a data store. rn this
thesis, movement of data out of a data store is defined to
be a withdra¡cal whereas a movement into a data store is
defined to be a deposit" À deposit is roughry anarogous to
the wRrrE operation and the withdrawal is analogous to the
REÀD operation. In this context a withdrawal is not
destructive and a deposit is destructive.

rn accordance with the above definitions there are two

types of uni-directionar connections, a uni-directional
deposit connectíon and a uni-directionar withdrawal
connectÍon" À bi-directionar connection is a single path
that can both deposit and withdraw information but not both
at the same instance in time. For a connection being used

for a deposit, the module that acquires the information is
defined to be the receiving modure and the module

transmiting the information is defined to be the sending
module; iÈ is important Lo note that the module that has
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control is not necessarily

connection being used for a

which information is being wi

sending module and the module

is defined to be the receiving
above example, there are two

packages:

Between S1

module and

Between 52

module and

the sending module. For a

withdrawal, the module from

thdrawn is defined to be the

that acguires the inforrnation

module. hlith respect to the

connections between the three

and P3. In this case p3 is the receiving
S1 is the sending module.

and P3. In this case p3 is the sending

32 is the receiving module.

Notice that the terms "sending" and "receiving" are not
necessarily with reference to the module that has contror,
but are with respect to the data transfer itself.

2 "5 TTMING

The tirning aspects of a computer program are most often
associated with its executable elements. This is because

data is thought of as passive and that actions personify the
data. Any set of actions are meaningless unress the objects
that are being acted upon are described fuIIy. In a

computer program these objects are data, which are usuarly
given secondary consideration to control. rn the majority
of the commonly used programming languages the creation and

destruction of variabre instances occur as a side effect to
entering or exiting a program scope; the "block-structured"
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languages r¡rere intentionally designed in this way, The

obvious exception to this rure is that of the nodes of a

linked list which are usuarly created on demand rather than

in accordance with program scope. The timing aspects
associated with data are equarly as important as those

associated with control- and shalr be highrighted in this

l----- Life of À -------l
I ----- Li fe of B ------- I

----+-------+-------+-------+_--____+_______+_____
123456

TIME

Figure 2: Temporally Synchronized

section.

The point in time at which a particurar inst.ance of a

variabre is created is defined to be the birth of that
instance. when an instance of a variable is born two things
happen:

1.

¿"

Space f or the variable is aIl_ocated.

A memory address is associated with the variable
name.
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Note that the birth of a variable instance is a separate
issue from the visibility of the variable instance, which is
discussed belov¡. The point in time at which a particular
instance of a variable is destroyed is defined to be the
death of that instance. when a variabte instance dies the
space assoc iated wi th the var iabre i s released. The

lifespan of a variable instance ís the amount of time
between the instance's birth and it's death. The instances
of two or more variables that are born at the same fixed but
otherwise arbitrary time T and die together at the same

fixed but otherwise arbitrary time T+N (H>O) are defined to
be temporally synchronized (see figure Ð. The instances of
two or more variabres that are not necessarily temporally
synchronized yet coexist for some time inLerval T, are
defined to be temporally coincidental during the time

POC

t-------t
l----- Life of A -------l

l----- Life of B -------l
----+-------+-------+-----__+_______+_______+_____

123456

TIME

POC = Period of Coincidence

Figure 3: Temporally Coincidental
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interval T (see figure 3). some variabres of a program,

such as those stored on an external file, exist before the
execution of a program and persist after the program has

terminated. Instances of variabres that are created before
the virgin execution of a program and are only destroyed
after the program is obsolete are defined to be ternporally

l-------- Lifespan of Variable Instance ---------l
----+-------+-------+------_+--_____+_______+_____

First 2nd 3rd 4th bth Last

PROGRAM INVOCÀTIONS

Figure 4z Temporally permanent

pernanent (see figure 4). For example, pascal constants can

be thought of as temporally permanent variables. Normalry

temporalry permanent variabres wourd be stored on a fite or
some secondary storage device. rnstances of variables that
are not necessarily temporally permanent yet persist between

one or more executions of the program are defined to be

temporarry persistent (see figure 5). Normally temporarly
persistent variables would be stored on a file or some

secondary storage device, but this is not a necessary

qual i f icat ion . var iabre instances that are temporarly
persistent courd be static variables depenoing on the
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| -- Li fespan -- |

-- --+-- --- --+- ----- -+_- ____ _+_______+_______+_____
First 2nd 3rd 4th sth Last

PROGRAM INVOCATIONS

Figure 5: Temporally persistent

particular definition of obsolescence. The instance of a

static variable is born when the program is loaded into main

memory for execution and put to death when the program is
ejected from main memory. In the case of a serially-
reuseabre program, the program may remain memory resident
through several executions. In this case the variable
instance persists across the invocations in main memory

rather than secondary storage. The effect is the same. The

static variables of a program that is onry executed once and

then discarded from rnain memory are not temporarry
persistent unless the load modute is copied from main memory

back to secondary storage at completion (which is unrikely).

2"6 VISIBILITY

The rules that restricL when a variable instance becomes

accessible to an executable element for a particular
programming ranguage are referred to as the scope rures of
the language. In this thesis these same rules wilr be

referred to as vísibítity rules to emphasize the difference
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between lifespan (r.¡hich was discussed in section
accessibirity. In many cases the accessibil
variable instance is directry associated with the

exit of a specific range of executabl_e elements.

2.5) and

ity of a

entry and

Let Ir:,:] ¡e the set of lexicalì-y contiguous executable
elements bounded by and incruding a fixed but otherwise
arbitrary executable element r and a fixed but otherwise
arbitrary executable element J. The notation If :,:] is
called the executabLe range I -J. Given the above

definition, r coul-d be the same executabre erement as J,
which wourd mean that the executable range consisted of one

executable element, which is perrnissible. As a shorthand
the executabre range of the modure M sharl be written as

{r"r } .

Given the above definition the necessary visibility rures
can now be defined. À set of variable instances are defined
to be visibry synchronized if whenever one of the variabre
instances becomes visibre to an executable element then arI
of the variabre instances of the set are visible as werI.
For exampre, when one variable in a FORTRAN common brock is
visibre to a subroutine, then arr of the variabtes of the
common block are visibre as werr; in this sense the
variables are visibly synchronized. The set of all variabre
instances that become simultaneously visibre at the
beginning of {¡:¡}, remain visibre throughout {r:.r}, become

simultaneousry invisible at the end of {r:;}, and are
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invisible outside of If :.:] are def ined to be vísibly
contained within {r:;}. Two variable instances that are not
visibly synchronized in generar yet are both visibre to
Ir;¡] are defined to be visibly coincidental with respect to
{r:.:}. À set of variabte instances that are both temporarl_y

synchronized with respect to {r:,:} and visibry contained
within {r:,:} are defined to be compretely synchronized with
respecL to {i:¿}.

The majority of data types provided by programming

languages have their lifespans and visibility synchronized
in such a way as to prevent variabre instances from being
visible either before their birth or after their death.
This is true for most data types supported by programming

languages but there are exceptions. consider a variable
instance that is based upon some pointer reference. rn most

languages there is nothing to stop the programmer from

referencing an instance that has not been born, nor is there
any mechanism to prevent such an instance from being
referenced after its death. A variable instance that is
visibre either before its birth or after its death is
defined to be inrproperly synchronized. A variabre instance
that is constrained in such a way as to be visible during
the lifespan of the instance onry is defined to be properly
synchronized.
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2 "7 usAcE OF TNFOR}{ÀTTON

The usage of information refers to whether the information
is being used as data or for contror. Most programming

languages constrain the use of information as contror or
data via the type mechanism (assembly languages are an

exception, because in general names are not typed). For

example, two procedure names courd not be added together in
Pascal because the compiler wiIl not permit it.
three typical usages of information:

Control Information.

À procedure or entry name

There are

stores the address of

ø Data Infonmation.

A variable name refers to rocation in memory containing
a value"

executable code.

o Hybrid Infor¡nation.

rnformation that is declared as data and transmitted
rike data but is used to exchange contror between

modules. For example, flags, opcodes, and return
codes. Hybrid data tends to create higher inter module

dependencies than either data or control.

The interfaces and complexities for data informaLion and

hybrid information are the same and wilr be discussed

together below" since data and hybrid information are
conveyed in the same wêy, they will often be discussed

t.ogether in thi s di ssertat ion. To di st ingui sh control
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information in general from hybrid information it wilr often
be referred to as pure contror information. The interfaces
and complexities for pure control information are different
from that of data inforrnation and wirl be discussed

separately from data and hybrid.

2. B DA,TA INTERFÀCES

In this section of the thesis, the interface mechanisms for
data connections are discussed. The inLerface of a module

is defined to be the set of arl connections which are not
satisfied internarly. The daÈa inÈerface of a module is
defined to be the set of all data connections which are not
satisfied internally. À formal inÈerface mechanism is a

programming language construct provided by the host language

that expric itry decrares which connections are being
satisfied externally. For exampre, the formar parameter

list in Pascal is an instance of a formar interface. A

formar interface is defined to be a comprete formal data
interface mechanísm if each connection described in the
interface is detailed with at reast the forlowing
information:

The name of

connection.

The data type

connection.

the object being accessed via the

of the object being accessed via the
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The direction that the information
through the connection"

is expected to flow

ø The comprexity of the information passing through the

connection. The complexity is part of the data type in
some programming languages. Data comprexity r¡it1 be

discussed in section 2.11 .

Àn example of a comprete formar data interface would be the
formal parameter rists in Àdaa . Many programming ranguages

whj.ch support a formar interface mechanism do not support a

complete formal interface mechanism. Such languages are
def ined to have an incomprete formal data interface
mechanism. Àn example of an incomplete formal interface is
that provided by FORTRÀN. The formar interface provided by

FORTRÀN does not require the user to specify the type,
directionr or comprexity of the information passing through
the connection.

The interface of a module may consist of a formal
interface prus some other connections not made through the
formal interface. Àr1 data connections that are not members

of the formar interface are defined to be members of the
inforrnal data interface mechanism. By definition alr
informar interfaces are incomprete. A module is defined to
have an ideal data interface if alr data connections are
members of the formar interface and the informal interface
is nulI. À module that has arl data connections through the

4 Ada is a regi
Department

stered trademark of the Un
of Defence, Ada joint programme

ited States
office.
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informar interface and none through a formal interface is
defined to have a paËhorogicar data interface. often a

modure will have some data connections through the formal
interface and some data connections through the informal
interface. Modules that have a mixture of data connections
of this sort are defined to have a composite data ínÈerface.

For the purpose of this thesis the module interface is
defined such that arr external connections pass through the
interface. The generic Lerm interface is used to refer to
the formar and informar interfaces corlectivery. rt should
be noted that the notion of an "interface" presented above

is different from the concept described by yourdon and

Constantine [65]. The description above has one interface
per module through which alr external connections must pass,

Yourdon and constantine's modures had many interfaces, one

per external connection.

In summary,

mechan i sms :

there are several di f ferent interface

Formal Interface"

Complete Formal Interface.
Incomplete Formal Interface.

1.

a)

b)

¿.

If all connections run through

the module is said to be ideally
InÍorma1 Interface.

the formal interface
connected "
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3.

If all connections run

the module is said to
Composite Interface.
Modules connected in

compositely connected.

through the informal interface
be pathologically connected.

this way are defined to be

2"9 CODITROL TNTERFACES

The contror interface for a modure has different
requirements than the data interface for a modure. Recarl

that Lhe data interface for a module contained alr data

usage and hybrid usage connections emanating from the
modure. For data interfaces it is desireabre to know where

the connection is running from and where the connection is
running to. This means that data connections that run

through the formar interface are superior to data

connections that do not run through the formar interface.

The relationship between desireable and undesireable
control interfaces is inverse to that of the relationship
between desireable and undesireabre data interfaces. This
is because the origin and destination of a global control
connection are implicit, whereas the origin and destination
of a formalized control connection are not. First, consider
the following statement that makes a globa1 data reference:

À:=À+GLOBÀL
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The source and destination of the connection for GLOBÀL are
not obvious from the above statement. second, consider the
following statement that makes a g1obal control_ reference:

CALL PROC (e1 ,e2, e3 ) ;

The control connection runs from the

procedure PROC" The source and the

g1oba1 control connection above are

calling procedure to

destination of the

both obvious from

consider a control
I parameter mechanism

of procedure

Forma I i zed

rease program

examining the statement. Thi rd,
connection that runs through the forma

as follows:

CALL PLOT(X,Sr¡¡);

PROCEDURE PLOT(NEAL P;

CÀLL TOOL(P)

END PROCEDURE PLOT

PROCEDURE TOOL);

It is not obvious by examining the invocation
TOOL that the procedure SIN is being invoked.

control connections of this sort tend to inc
complexity rather than decrease it.

Therefore t à control connection running through the
formar interface of a module is disadvantageous; in fact
such practices obscure the true origin of the connection.
Therefore it is expected that normar control connections
will run through the informal interface instead of the
formal interface. This is discussed further in chapter 4.
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For the purpose of this thesis it is assumed that only
structured entry/exíl t65l pure controÌ connections exist in
the system" This means that there are no Go ro's, abnormal

returns, or any other undisciplined transfer of control
within the system. For the purposes of interrupts, the
software system provides interrupt handlers which themselves

have structured control convenLions.

2.10 AGGREGATES

An aggregate (or a data aggregate) is a set of variabre
instances that are temporarly synchronized in general and

visibly synchronized with respect to any fixed but otherwise
arbitrary executabre element. The erements of an aggregate

are disjoint heterogeneous data items each of which may be

of varying complexity. They are disjoint because the
physical or logical placement of the item in the aggregate

is inconsequentiar (according to the definition).
Essentially, the elements of an aggregate are independent

variables that have identical lifespans, and whenever and

wherever they become visible they do so as a group. often
an aggregate can be named, but it is not a necessary
qualification.

aggregate:

There are several examples of a data

@ A FORTRAN common block.

traditional programming

construct that allows the

daÈa aggregate.

FORTRAN is one of the few

languages that supports a

user to explicitly declare a
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A package that contains only data, where when imported,
the entire package is visible. That is to sêy, that
this does not include the case where select items may

be imported from a package.

A record (a ra Pascal, coBol, etc.). It is worthwhile

to emphasize that r+hile a record may be an aggregate,
an aggregate is not a record. The fundamental

difference between some records and an aggregate is the
pracement of the data elements. rn some records the
physical ordering of the data items is paramount. For

example, the carriage control on an output record in a

coBol, program must be the first field of the record.
There is no such ordering qualification for an

aggregate. rn general the elements of a record can be

expected to be more cohesive than the elements of an

aggregate. This actually highlights why a FORTRAN

common block is more likery an aggregate than a record.
rn a common block the elements are grouped for their
lifespan and visibility whereas the elements of a

record are grouped together because of their rogical
relat ionship.

The stack based variables that are created and become

visible upon entry into a procedure of a pascal

program. such variables are visibly contained within
the host procedure and are visibly synchronized from

the viewpoint of any embedded procedures. Note that
aggregates of this type are not explicitly named
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(except perhaps if one considers the procedure name to
be the aggregate name as werl ) and as such are normally
not thought of by the programmer as a collective
ent i ty.

Arthough the erements of a data aggregate are independent

variabres that courd be used for totally different purposes,

they have in common their lifespan and their visibirity.

2"11 COMPLE}TITY OF INFORMÀTION

Each connection, be it a data connection ¡ ã hybrid
connectionr or a pure contror connectionr cân carry
information of varying comprexity. urtimately atI
information is stored and exchanged in the form of data; it
is a function of the program whether the information is to
be interpreted as data or control.

For example, a given word of memory might contain either
a floating point varue or the address of a subprogram to be

invoked. whi Ie the f i rst case i s an exampJ.e of data
information and the second case is an example of contror
information, both erements are stored and manipulated as

data in memory. This is true of arr crassic von Neumann

architectures and this thesis wilr restrict discussion to
these types of computers.

There is precedent in other scientific and engineering
disciplines for having connections convey information of
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varying complexity. In electronics for example ¡ ã

connection is represented either by a wire or some other
medium that carr ies intell igence. The wire may carry a

simple current such as the B+ (power) or it may carry
something as complex as a time division murtiplexed signar.
According to the webster's New collegiate Dictionary I56l
complex is defined to be "composed of two or more parts; not
s imple " . Therefore the information exchanged over a

connection may either be simple or conplex. Simple means

that onry one conponent can be identified and comprex means

that more than one distinct component can be identified.

rt must be noted that an item's comprexity is a separate
issue from that of the item's data type or usage. while one

may argue that a floating point item is more comprex than an

integer itern, both are considered to be simpre for the
discussion in this thesis. Essentiarly, complexity refers
to both the amount of information expressed in a connection
and the human capaciLy for dearing v¡ith the data in the
manner that it is organized"

2"11.1 Mverst Conplexitv AttribuÈeg
Myers made two definitions
information in [43], [4s].
when describing different
two levels will be used

coupling classi i ications.

with respect to the complexity of
Myers used these two definitions

levels of module coupling. These

in chapter 4 to describe Myers'

This thesis defines new 1evels of
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complexity that

complexity" The

in this thesis wi

levels are descri

di f fer from Myers'

levels of information

11 be described in a

bed imrnediately belor,¡

levels of information

complexity introduced

Iater section" Myers'

2.1 1 .1 "'1 Homogeneous

Myers defined that an i
was either a scalar or

CompLexity

tem had homogeneous complexity if it
an array.

2.11.1.2 Heterogeneous Complexity

Myers defined that a data structure such as a pascar record
had heterogeneous complexÍty (even though the record may be

homogeneous). rn essence, Myers based the item's complexity
on the syntax used to declare the item.

2"11.2 Atomic Comolexitv

Rather than using the terms "simple" or "scalar" to describe
el-ementary data items, this thesis sharl- use the term atomíc

because of the anarogy to nucrear physics. The aLom, whire
considered to be one of the "erements", can be further
broken down into other particles that do not have

identifiable physical properties. This is very similar to a

floating point variable that is composed of a mantissa and a
characteristic, which are in turn composed of sequences of
bits. while the mantissa and the characteristic can be

identified by an intelligent observer, they are of little
use unless they are used in conjunction with each other. rt
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is for this reason that the term "atomic" shall
refer to elementary data items in this thesis.

be used to

Àn item that is atomic is by the definition given above

an item that cannot be separated into one or more useable
components; it is an intrinsic unit" Àn example of an

atomic datum is a scarar variabre of any base data type. rn
other words, if the host programming language supports a

data type's declaration and its intrinsic operations, then
it. is an atomic data item providing that no meaningful
operation can be performed on any one of the individual
components. Using this scheme, a PL/r FrxED BTNARv(31 )

variable l29l would be considered to be an atomic item
whereas a cHÀR(10) vARyrNG string variable wourd not. This
is because Lhere are mechanisms whereby operations can be

performed on the length part or on any contiguous subset of
the individual characters. one of the objectives of the
newer programming languages such as Àda is to provide enough

of an abstraction mechanism in the base language to arrow
the user to extend the ranguage by adding new types and

operations" These neri' types appear to be intrinsic, even

though they are not, and are thought of by some programmers

as atomic types.
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2"11,3 Attributes of Information

Myers defined the complexity of a

programming language construct that
In this thesis, the complexity of

the following four attributes of the

ComplexiÈv

data item based on the

v¡as used to declare it "

a data item is based on

data:

1.

1

a

4"

The number of atomics in the data item.

The number of different data types in the data item.
The dependence of order in Lhe data item.

The presence of structure information in the data

item, over and above the atomic items themselves.

2.11.3.1 Number of Atonics

Às the number of atomic items in a data item increases the
comprexity of the data item increases. For the purposes of
illustration, this thesis wilr count the number of atomics
in a data item as either one or many"

2"11 o3.2 Number of Data Types

some data items contain atomics of only one type whereas

other data items contain atomics of many data types. Às the
number of data types in a data item increases the complexity
of the item increases. For examprer consider the following
data items:

DECLARE DS1 (2) INTEGER;

DS2,
2F1
2F2
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DECLARE DS3,
2 F1 REAL,
2 F2 INTEGER;

In terms of the number of data types,

the same cornplexity " Data structure
complexity than either of DSl or DS2

of data types" For the purpose of

thesis, the number of data types in
counted as either one or many.

2"11"3.3 Order Dependency

In some data items the order of the

and in others it is inconsequential.

the following record:

DECLÀRE 1 CoMPLEX,
2 CREÀL
2 CTMÀG

DSl and DS2 exhibit
DS3 exhibits a higher

in terms of the number

illustration in this
a data item will be

atomics i s important,

For example, consider

REÀL,
REÀL;

DECLARE 1 OUTPUT-RECORD,
2 CARRIAGE-CONTROL CHAR( 1 ) ,2 OTHER DÀFÀ CHAR (132) ¡

rn the above record the field CARRTAGE_CONTROL must appear

as the first field in the record. rt cannot be arbitrarily
moved about within the record. on the other hand, consider
the item COMPLEX defined below;

In the data struct,ure COMPLEX, the fields within the record
can be moved about without consequence. rn this thesis,
this ís referred to as order dependency. The greater the
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number of dependencies, the greater the complexity of the
data item" For the purposes of illustration in this thesis,
the number of dependencies wirr either be counted as none or
some.

2"11,3.4 Presence of Structure Information
rn some data items there is information present
above the actual data stored in the atomics. For

consider the following data structure:

over and

example,

DECLÀRE 1 WEEK1,
2 DAYI INTEGER,
2 DAY2 INTEGER,
2 DAY3 INTEGER;

The above data structure contains three atomic items, and so

does the f oll-owing data structure:

DECLARE '1 WEEK2,
2 WEEKDAY,

3 DAYI
3 DÀY2

2 WEEKEND,
3 DÀY3

I NTEGER,
I NTEGER,

I NTEGER;

Data structures WEEKI and WEEK2 both contain three atomic
items, and have the same number of types and order
dependencies. rt is crear that WEEK2 conveys information
over and above the information conveyed by WEEK1. This type
of information is called structure information in this
thesis. As the amount of structure information increases,
the complexity of the data item increases. For the purpose

of. ilrustration in this thesis, the structure informatíon
will either be counted as none or some.
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2"11 "3.5 Ranking The AÈtríbuËes

The attributes that affect the complexity of a data iLem

DÀTA
T TEM

COMPLEXI TY

ATTRT BUTES

ATOMI CS TYPES ORDER STRUCT

Atomi c one one no no

Àggregate ( 1 ) many one no no

Àggregate ( 2 ) many many no no

Linear many one yes no

Molecu1ar ( 1 ) many many yes no

MoIecula r Q) many one yes yes

Molecular ( 3 ) many many yes yes

Figure 5: Attributes of Information Complexity

have been ranked and placed in figure 6. rn figure 6 the
labels have the following meaning:

o ATOMICS

This column represents the number of atomic data items
found in the data item being evaluated.

o ÎYPES

This corumn represents the number of different data
types present in the data item being evaluated.

@ ORDER

This column represents whether or not there are any

order dependencies in the data item being evaluated.
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@ STRUCT

Thi s column represents r.¡hether or not there i s

structure information present in the data item.
ø DÀTÀ ITEM COMPLEXITY

This col-umn names the class of data items with a

particular set of attributes"

Figure 6 classifies data complexity as farring into one of
four different classes:

1 . Atomic.

Àtomic complexity was discussed above.

2. Aggregate 
"

A'ggregate complexity Þras discussed in generaÌ above.

The names aggregate ( 1 ) and aggregate ( 2 ) refer to tlro
different levers of aggregate comprexity. These two

different levers of aggregate comprexity wilr be

referred to collectively as "aggregate".
3. Linear.

Linear complexity wiII be discussed below.

4 " Molecular 
"

There are three different levels of morecular

complexity, molecular(1), molecular(2), and

morecular(3). They are correctivery referred to as

"molecurar". Morecular complexity wirr be discussed

below,
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2,11 "& Línear Complexitv

A data item that exhibits 1ínear cornplexity has:

ø More than one atomic item.
ø Only one data type.
ø The item has order dependency.

ø The item has no structure information.

Given that definition, the following two decrarations woul_d

both represent items having Iinear complexity:

DECLÀRE ÀRRÀY(3) INTEGER;

DECLÀRE 1 RECORD,
2 F 1 INTEGER,
2 F2 INTEGER,
2 F3 INTEGER;

The name "1inear" v¡as chosen to represent data items having
the comprexity attributes mentioned above because typicarry
such items are implemented with arrays. Linear complexity
is not rirnited to arraysr âs the example above demonstrates.

2"11 "5 Molecular Conolexitv
Figure 6 def ines three di fferent levels of molecurar
comprexity. À data item exhibits morecurar comprexity if:

ø There is more than one atomic in the item.
ø There is order dependency in the item.
s There is either structure information present in the

itemr otr there is no structure information present and

there is more than one data type in Lhe item.
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The following three data

molecular(1), molecular(2),

respect ively:

structures are examples of

and molecular(3) complexity

DECLÀRE 1 MOLECULARI,
F1 REAL,
F2 I NTEGER;

DECLÀRE '1 MOLECULÀR2,
2 EXTRA,

3 F1 TNTEGER,
3 F2 INTEGER;

DECLÀRE 1 MOLECULÀR3,
2 EXTRÀ,

3 F1 REÀL,
3 F2 INTEGER;

The name "molecurar" !¡as chosen to identify data items
having the above mentioned attributes because of Lhe name's

original meaning in physics. The morecure is composed of
other atomic particres and has order and structure.

2"11 "6 AbsÈract Complexitv

A data item is defined in this thesis to have a comprexity
of abstracÈ if the actual data item to be operated on must

be obtained via an additional memory reference.

2
2

In
particular, any pointer variable is abstract since the
information transmitled is not the data itself but an

indirect reference to the data, In [43], t4sl Myers staÈes

that the coupling crass of a pointer variabre is the crass
that would be assigned to the item the pointer ultimately
points to. This is not always a simple probrem since the
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pointer may point to a scalar, a record ¡ ot a recursive data
structure such as a binary tree or a circurar linked list.
As well I a pointer variabre may point to different items at
different instances in time. Linked rists may point to
other linked lists and so on. À pointer variable has

complexity "abstract " since the number of distinct
components to the information cannot be easiry determined in
all cases. In human termsr âo extra lever of complexity is
added to the item as soon as a pointer reference is
introduced.

2.11 "7 Ðata Complexity Summarv

rn this thesis, a data item is classified as having one of
the following levels of complexity, arranged from least
complex to most complex:

1 . Àtomic.

2 " Aggregate.

3. Linear.

4. Molecular.

5. Abstract.

2.12 coNcLusroN

2,12"1 Summarv

This chapter has clarified some important topics, namery:

s The definition of a module and modular design.
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ø The concept of representing external references as

connections.

ø The concept of a module interface and the associated
data interfaces and control interfaces.

ø The concepts for variable timing and visibirity have

been emphasized as separate issues.
ø The identification and ordering of the comprexity of

data items.

2 ,12 .2 Ana1vs i s

some of the ideas presented in this chapter are new while
others are a tidying up of some state of the art concepts.
The terminology developed in this chapter for dearing with
the design concepts in question is both consistent and

unambiguous. This alrows design ideas to be communicated in
a structured way.
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ChapËer III
COHESION

"There is a rule of sorts in government, or oughtto be, that you never do anything about a problem
unt i 1 you learn to measure i t . pãul F.
Lazar sfeld, the great Columbia Universityprofessor.who developed the art of po1ling, usedto teIl his crasses that the moment you ãttach a
number to an idea you have learned something. you
know more than you knew before. The numbei see*stoo large, too small, about right. you arealready thinking in a more prec i se ,oay. "

Senator Daniel patrick Moynihan

3.1 ÀBSTR.àCT

Ever since software engineers have recognized the need to
explicitly design computer software, there has not been a
generar technique for evaluating prospective designs in a

scientific manner" one of severar qualitative design
metrics that has been established is "cohesion", arso known

as "modure strength". rn this chapter, the established
cohesion metrics are enumerated and summarized. The factors
that influence cohesion, which were previousry undetermined,

are asserted. The revel of cohesion known as "rogical
cohesion" is decomposed into two distinct and discontinuous
levels of cohesion carled "rogical data cohesion,' and

"logicar function cohesion". The quaritative factors of
cohesion are identified and decomposed into five distinct
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parts, each of

who1e. À numer

called the module

the assertion

introduct ion of

more precise des

range of people.

which is easier to conceptualize than the
ical representation of

cohesion coefficient
of its influenc ing factors and the
a quantitative metric, cohesion becomes a

ign aid that can be utitized by a wider

a

is

module's cohesion

developed" With

3.2 INTRODUCTION

3.2.1 Backoround

Much of the work in the area of software engineering has

been an attempt to reduce program comprexity; reducing a

program's complexity has a positive effect on the program's
quaJ-ity and cost L44J " One of the first methoCologies

introduced with this thought in mind was structured
programming Ilz]. The basic premise of structured
programming was that the flow of control is artered in only
a finite number of waysr Êrlforced by the use of a set of
control structures. At the time it rras introduced,
structured programming was very controversiar. There were

many arguments as to its effectiveness, pro 116l,162l and

con lzl1, there were arso arguments as to which controL
structures were structured and which ones were not.
Eventually it was reasoned that it was not the control
structures themserves that were important, but the manner in
which the programmer thought of and expressed program logic
[33], [18].
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structured programrning by itself did not provide a

comprete solution to the program complexity problem. It was

found that very large programs could easily become complex

even if Lhey v¡ere written using structured control
constructs" The next step in the reduction of program

comprexity was "modurar" programming which has come to be

known by the term "structured design" [6b]. (t'tyers [¿3],
[45] referred to the same disciprine as "composite design"
but the term never caught on. )

3.2.2 Structured Desiqn

using structured design, the cornplexity of a program is
reduced by decomposing the originar program into a number of
distinct modures with each modure performing one particul_ar
aspect of the original program's function. Individual
modures are smaller than the original program and therefore
easier to plan and maintain. The concept of structured
design is simple: $¡e use functional decomposition and

successive refinement. There are many possible design
outcomes given the same functionar specifications. When

comparing two possible designs for the same program, it is
difficult to measure the benefits of one design over

another. By definition, a well designed program requires
less man effort to change than a poorry designed program.

Different changes will require different amounts of effort.
changes always come in the future and are difficult to
anticipate; unfortunately no one has a crystal barl that
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works with any degree of accuracy. A particular design's
worthiness can onry be proven by the test of time. Because

of all the tradeoffs involved, there are good designs and

bad designs but never right designs and h'rong designs.

3.2.3 Desiqn MeÈrics

using experience as a guide, severar qualitative metrics for
measuring the maintainabirity of software designs have been

estabrished [30], [65] , [43] , l45l , l44l " probabry rhe mosr

effective pair of qualitative metrics that were devised are
coupling and cohesion 1431, [+s]. coupling measures the v¡ay

that modures interact with other modules, whereas cohesion
measures how elements of an individual modure interact. In
this chapter, cohesion is examined in detair and is made

more effective by the exposure of its underrying factors.

3"3 REVIEW OF COHESION

Module cohesion, arso known as modure strength, is a measure

of how the erements internal to a module are related. rn
effect, cohesion measures to what degree a collection of
program elements deserves to be a module. This is not
always easy to do because a module is a logical entity, not
a physical entity rike a procedure or a compiration unit.
The logical boundaries of a modure do not necessarily
correspond to the physical boundaries provided by a

programming language, although it woul_d be beneficial if
they did" The guidelines for a group of statements to
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quali fy as

modules is

l43l , [4s]

qualitative

a module

therefore

and several

metric for

is elusive; the classification
enigmatic. Together with coupli
other factors, cohesion provides

software designs.

of

ng

a

goal is to obtain a module that contains
that are highly interdependent ( i . e.

The higher the degree of dependence between erements of
the same module, the higher the degree of cohesion. The

program elements

"tight1y bound" ) .
Thus, high cohesion is desirabre. Low cohesion, which is
undesireable, índicates that the modure in question is
Iikely to be di ff icult to maintain. Myers [+g]
defined cohesion as farling into one of seven

categories risted below from reast desirable
des i reable :

1 " Coincidental cohesion.

2. Logical Cohesion.

3. CIassical cohesion.

4 " Procedural cohesion.

5. Communicational cohesion.

6" Informational cohesion.

7 " Functional cohesion.

Yourdon and constantine I6sl arso arranged cohesion into
seven categories although some of the categories are
different. Their categories are listed below in the order
of least desirable to most desirabie:

,

di

to

l4 5l

stinct
most
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1 . Coinc identat cohesion.

2. Logical Cohesion.

3. Temporal cohesion.

4 " Procedural cohesion.

5. Communicational cohesion.

6. Sequential cohesion.

7. Functional cohesion.

The differences between the above two rankings and their
relative advantages and disadvantages wilr be discussed in
the remainder of this chapter.

Although both Myers' and yourdon and constantine's
orderings impry a rerative ranking, the actual distance
between each level is not rinear. For exampre, the distance
between coincidental cohesion and rogical cohesion is not
necessarily the same as the distance between procedural

cohesion and communicational cohesion, and so on. Both

Myers and Yourdon and constantine have arbitrariry
associated numbers with each of the above levers that
guantify the distance between each reve1. The exact
distances between each level were chosen by intuition rather
than by scientific research.

A given module may exhibit one or more of the levers of
cohesion enumeraLed above. The accepted rule is that when a

module exhibits more than one level of cohesion it is
elassified as exhibiting the lowest ranking level of the
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ones that it possesses. since cohesion measures the quality
of a modui.e and an exact numericar varue cannot be placed on

its quarity, it makes sense that a "weakest rink in the
chain" rule would app1y"

3.3,1 CoincídenËa1 Cohesion

coincidental cohesion is the absence of any (but chance)

relationships between elements of the same modure. cohesion
is a measure of the relationships between elements of the
same modure; if there are no relationships then there is no

cohesion. This is the definition of coincidental cohesion.
This level of cohesion is necessary to compreLe the
enumeration but is not very interesting otherwise.

Modules that exhibit coincidental cohesion are rare since
there is usually some justification for the creation of a

modure. coincidentally cohesive modures may resurt from the
modularization of an existing non-modular program. For

exampre, one might modularize a 1000 statement program into
ten modules of 1 00 statements each. The first 100

statements courd be the elements of module À, the second 100

statements the elements of module B, etcetera. The flow of
control would start with module A" At the conclusion of
module A, module B would be invoked, and so on. The

justification for each module in this case is the physical
location of the statements in the original program and the
desire to have each module a fixed but otherwise arbiLrary
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size. The results would have been no different in terms of
cohesion if the modul-e size was 150 statements instead of
100 statements. In both cases the relaLionships between the
modules are not of a logicar or functional nature, they are
of a lexical nature. coincidentally cohesive modures

exhibit the lowest and therefore the most undesireable level
of cohesion.

3.3.2 toqical Cohesion

Logical cohesion implies that elements of a module are
rerated because they perform one function on a number of
different data items or because Lhey perform a number of
different functions on one data item. That is to sêy, that
the modure groups together a crass of operations or a cLass

of data items. For example, consider a module that performs
all input/output for a given physical device. The module

performs more than one logicar function. rn this case the
modure performs two functions on one entity, input and

output for the given device. The desired function would
have to be passed down to the module as a parameter.

Another example wourd be a module that performs output to a

number of different device types. The type of device v¡ourd

have to be passed down to the modure as a parameter. rn
both cases the exact function of the modure is determined by

the state of the parameters to the module. Whether the
erements of the module are related because of function or
because of the entity that it operates oDr the control of
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the module is divided into many pa

like structure or a series of decis

can be thought of as a collection
are grouped together because of thei

rts either with a case

ions. The module then

of smaller modules that
r logical relationship"

3,3"3 Temporal Cohesion

Yourdon and constantine's temporal cohesion is equivalent to
Myers classicar cohesion except they are named differently.
rt is this author's opinion that temporal cohesion is a more

appropriate name and thus wirl be used in this chapter.

Elements of a temporally cohesive modure perform

different functions but are grouped together because the
functions are arl performed at the same time. À common

example of a temporarly cohesive modure would be one that
performs ar1 the initiarization for a program. Àlthough the
initialization may require many operations that are totalry
unrelated in the sense of the objects that they act oD, the
operations are grouped together because the operations are
performed at the same time"

The name temporal comes from the base word "time". Myers

named this crassi fication classicar cohesion because he

found that it occurred often in programs. Therefore, Myers

named the classification after how it v¡as typicalry used

whereas Yourdon and constantine named it after its
functional properties.
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Temporal cohesion differs from logical cohesion in that
while both the elements of J-ogically cohesive and temporally
cohesive modules perform unrerated functions, elements of a

temporally cohesive module performs the functions at the
same tirne. This is not true of logically cohesive modules.
For this reason tempora]- cohesion rates higher on the
rel-at ive scale than J_ogical cohesion.

3.3"4 Proced.ural Cohesion

Elements of procedurally cohesive modures are grouped

together because they are identified as a solving a specific
probrem. The argorithm to solve a problem may be composed

of a number of discrete logical steps, but when executed in
a specific manner the steps solve the specified problem.
The type of statements found in a proceduralry cohesive
module may be iteration, decisionr oÍ a rinear sequence of
steps. Procedural cohesion rates higher than arl the
previousry discussed types of cohesion and begins to be an

acceptabre lever of cohesion for a module to possess.

3"3"5 Communicational Cohesion

Elements of a communicationarly cohesive modure are grouped

together because they exhibit procedural cohesion and they
operate on the same data elements. For example, consider
the detail line of a report that contains many data
elements. In this case ret us suppose that the fields were

not rerated to each other in terms of how they are to be
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cornputed, that is to sây, that the information used to
compute each fierd is acguired from independent sources and

not from some other fierd of the detail line. À modure that
computed all the fields of such a detair line would be

communicat ionally cohesive.

Myers grouped communicationar and sequential cohesion
(discussed below) together as communicational cohesion. The

definition of communicational cohesion given above is from
Yourdon and constantine's classifications. The differences
between the two are discussed berow in the explanation of
sequential cohesion.

3,3.6 Sequential Cohesion

Erements of a sequentially cohesive modure are rerated
because the output from one statement is the input to the
next statement. That is to sây, that the statements arl
work on the same data elements and the statements must be

executed in a specific order. For example, consider a

report detail line v¡here each successive field in the detail
depended upon the varue of the previous fieId. once the
f irst f ierd was calcutated the second f ield courd be

carcurated; once the second field was calcurated the third
field could be calculated, and so on. part of the input for
the calcuration of any one of the iields would be one or
more of the previous fierds. A module that computed arl the
fields of the detaii line in this manner would be

sequentially cohesive.
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sequential cohesion is a member of yourdon and

constantine's cohesion crassifications but it is not a

member of Myer' s classi f ications. This is because Myers

considered sequential cohesion to be not sufficiently
different frorn communicational cohesion to warrant its o\,¡n

classification. The difference between the two is that a

communicationally cohesive module has elements that can be

executed in any order, while the elements of a sequentialry
cohesive module must be executed in a specific order. rt is
this author's opinion that whenever a distinct difference
can be pointed out between modure types, then this in itself
is justification for a nevr cohesion crass. For this reason

this author believes that communicationar and sequentiar
cohesion each warrant their own crassifications.

3"3"7 Functional Cohesion

Functionar cohesion represents the highest attainabre level
of cohesion possible on the relative scale. A functionarly
cohesive module is a module that performs one werl-defined
function on one data erement" À modure can be determined to
be functionally cohesive if it does not exhibit any of the
other forms of cohesion discussed above. computer

implementations of mathematicar functions usuarly display
f unctional cohesion. For example, computer imp'ì g¡s.tations
of the trigonomeLric functions such as sine and cosine are
usually functionally cohesive.
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3,3"8 Informational Cohesion

rnformational cohesion is a member of Myers' cohesion
crassifications but it is not a member of yourdon and

constantine's classifications. Myers rated informational
cohesion second only to functional cohesion and claimed that
functionar cohesion was only marginally superior; although
Myers ranked informationar cohesion lower than functional
cohesion on the rerative scale, he gave them the same

numerical rating on his absolute scale. C1early, Myers

thought of informaLionally cohesive modules as near idear.
rnformationar cohesion turns out to be very important to the
thrust of this chapter and as such wirl be discussed at some

length.

Àn informationally cohesive module performs murtiple
functions on one data erement where each function is
referenced with an entry point to the modure. rn essence,
informationally cohesive modures are the same as logicalry
cohesive modules except that instead of passing down an

operation code (togicar cohesion), the entry point to
perform the desired function can be invoked directly by the
ca1ler ( informational cohesion ) .

There are a number of questions that surface when

considering informational cohesion. Does such a modure

deserve to have its own cohesion classification? Does the
classification have nore to do with coupring than cohesion?

This depends on whether one regards a module with multiple
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entry points as one modure or many; recalr that cohesion

relates the erements internal to a singre modure whire

coupling measures the rerationships between separate

modures. rf such an entity is considered to be a number of
separate modules, then the probrem falls into the realm of
coupling instead of cohesion. These and other questions

r¡ere left unanswered by Myers in [43] , [45], l44l and were

not addressed by yourdon and constantine in t65l " The

answers to these questions will be discussed in the
remainder of this chapter.

3.1[ THE FACTORS THAT TNFLUENCE COHESION

In the past, several authors have established different
numbers of cohesion crassifications, each with their own set
of designations. Each level of cohesion is distinct because

each is ciscernibre from the others for quaritative reasons.

In reality, each author developed a series of
classifications based on intuition and then presented

arguments to justify each class being distinct. The known

levels of cohesion have been "proven" vrith a combination of
practicar experience, theoretical argument, and a rittle
hand-waving t651.

The basis for cohesion

di fferently than the basis

With coupling, a list of the

was determined t65l and

classifications has evolved

for coupling classifications.
factors that influence coupling

then the classifications were
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derived from that. This is the way t.hat one would expect
Lhat the scientific process wourd l-ead to the answer; first
identify the individual components and then form the broader
general classifications. unfortunately it did not transpire
in the order outlined. up untir this timer Do author has

pubrished a list of the factors that influence cohesion, or
at least none that were approached rigorously. The reason

that the cohesion crassifications were not derived in this
manner is because the factors that must be identified are
extremely elusive and difficult to quantify.

It would be advantageous to identify
influence cohesion for several reasons:

the factors that

The identification of the factors that contribute to
cohesion wourd urtimatery lead to a better
understanding of. cohesion, and therefore higher quality
software. It may turn out that the factors invorved in
cohesion are of more utility than the current
classi f ication scheme.

The identification of the factors would allow the
reevaruation of the current cohesion crassifications in
order to obtain crassifications that vrere more

representative of module behavior,
@ ultimatery, the externalization of the underlying

factors of cohesion may arrow intelligent software to
be written (perhaps as part of a compirer) that could
evaluate the cohesion of
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process is so judgmental that only a human (and an

intelligent one at that ) can perform such an

evaluation" Even further in the future, once the
nature of software is understood, it wilt be easier for
automaLed software to be generated.

3.4.1 InternaL Àspects of e Module

cohesion is a measure of how the erements internal to a

module are related. crearly, before the relationships
between these erements can be quantified, the erements that
are being related shourd be welr understood. There are
three types of el-ements internal to a modure, they are:

Functional elements.

Data elements 
"

Time elements"

These three elements are axioms adopted by the author.

3.4.1.1 Functional Elements

The functionar erements of a module refer to the executabre
statements or groups of executable statements within a

module. It is not practicar to have atr modules in a system

containing only one executabre statement. This is because

such a system wourd undoubtedry have compricated coupring
between the large number of modules. The whore purpose of
structured design is to make the system more understandable

and hence more maintainable. The other extreme would have

a)

b)

c)
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only one module in the

coupling, because there

cohesion of the one module

size is a trade off between

cohes i on .

system. This simplifies the

is none, but complicates the

involved. The "correct" module

understandability, coupling, anci

By definitionr âÍr ideally
one segment. Lower forms of
one segment. In the worst form

is a segment.

The goal of designing a module is to have all executable
statements in the modure work together to perform one and

only one rogical function. This is the definition of ideal
cohesion from the perspective of the functional erements;
there may be many executabre statements in a modure but they
can be considered to be an indivisible unit that performs
one logical operation. Note that the one rogical operation
may be composed of many intrinsic operations, just as one

machine hardware instruction may be composed of many micro-
code leveI instructions.

Àny one logicar operation in a modure may be composed of
one or more identifiable steps, each of which sha11 be

referred to as a segment.

cohesive module has only

cohesion may have more than

of cohesion, each statement

À module should perform one logical operation. since the
rear world is not arways ideal there wilr be modures that
perform more than one logical operation. For example I a

module that reads an input record and validates the fields
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contained within it actually performs two logical
operations. some modures wirl perform many logical
operations" Note that each logical function that a module

performs may be composed of one or more segments. By

definition, a modure that performs one logical operation and

contains only one segment is idealty cohesive.

3"&,.1.2 Data Elements

The data elements of a modure refer to both the inpuL and

output items that a modure operates on. These items wirl be

called parameters in this chapter, even if they are not
explicit formal parameters to the module.

There are different comprexities of data that a module

may operate on. By definitionr ân idearry cohesive rnodure

operates on one indivisible (elementary) datum. For

example, a module that manipulates a single integer daturn

would be ideally cohesive from the data perspecLive. À

similar module that adds one to three separate integers
exhibits a lower leve1 of cohesion from the data
perspective. rt should be obvious at this time that there
is a rerationship between the cohesion exhibited from the
data element perspective and the cohesion exhibited from the
f unctional perspective.

A modure may operate on many separate erementary data
times. such a module is not as tightry bound as a rnodure

that operates on only one elementary datum.
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À module may operate on several elementary data items
that are combined to form one logical data item. Às werl, a

module may operate on many logical data items, each of which

may be composed of one or more elementary data items. Àn

example of a logical- data item wourd be a stack or a gueue/

each of which is composed of many elementary data items.
For a module to have ideal cohesion from the data
perspective it must operate on one logical data item that is
composed of one elementary data item.

3.4,1.3 Time Elements

The time elements of a modure refers to the dependency of
functionar and data erements with respect to the order that
they must be computed. For both the functional erements and

the data erements, there are three types of time
dependencies (tisted berow in reverse order of
desireability):

a) The erements are independant. This means that each

element (segment, logicar operation, data element,
etc") may be moved at random within the module

without affecting the outcome. For example, suppose

that a modure must initiarize a series of data items.
The data erements nay be initiarized in any order as

long as they are all initialized. In turn, the
functional elements that perform the initialization
may be executed in any order. such modules can be
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thought of as being executed in rtN', Iogical t ime

units, one time unit per executable element or data

element "

b) The elements are sequentially dependant,

that the elements must be executed in

This means

a specific
predetermined order. The elements may be functional
segments, logical operationsr or a series of data

erements that must be computed in a specific order.
For example, suppose that a module initializes a

ser ies of data el-ements. The computations are

sequentiarry dependant if some of the data el-ements

must be initiarized before other elements for the

outcome to be correct. such modures can be thought of
as being executed in t'Nrr logical time units, one time

unit for each executable element or data element.

are totally dependant. This

di ffers from the previous

classification because only one segment, data erement,

etc. can be identified and therefore the elements are

indivisible' Modures that are indivisible can be

thought of being executed in one logical time unit as

opposed to rrNrt logical t ime units as in the previous

two classif ications"

rt shourd be noted that the functionar dependency of
module and the data dependency of a modure are tight
related. For exarnple, consider a module that is composed

c ) The elements

classification

a

1y

of
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a number of initiarization statements. I,then the functional
el-ements are rearranged so is the dependency of the data
elements and vice versa. There is therefore a one to one

relationship between functionar time dependencies and data
time dependencies. For this reason such rerationships shatl
be referred to colrectivery as t,ime dependencies,

Another timing aspect that
exclusivism" À module exhibits

is involved in cohesion

exclusivism when

tc

The module is composed of more than one logicar
operation and not all of the logicar operations are
executed on each invocation. This is carled functional
exclusion "

The modure performs operations on more than one rogical
datum and not arl of the data are manipulated on each

invocation. This is called data exclusion.

Notice that functional exclusion applies to logical
operations but not to segments. rf functional exclusion
appried to segments then most modures wourd exhibit
functionar excrusivism. For exampre, consider a modure that
performs error checking on the parameters. such a modure

would not be functionally exclusive simply because certain
segments wourd not be executed if errors were detected.
Rather, the loqical operations that are performed wourd have

to be distinct and mutualry exclusive. Modures wirl usualry
exhibit the exclusivism property when they are conÈro1
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coupled and the control is being passed

rather than out of the module.

into the module

3.4,"2 rdentifvinq The Factors That rnfruence cohesion
Now that the behaviour of the erements internaf to a rnodure

have been identified, the factors that influence modure

cohesion may be discussed,

cohesion are:

The factors that influence

1 . Number of logical data elements.

2. Number of logical operations.

3. Number of executable segments.

4 " Time dependency of elements.

5 . Exc Ius i vi sm.

The factors listed above are ordered from those factors that
have the most infruence on module cohesion to those factors
that have the least infruence on module cohesion. The

description of each factor and their corresponding metrics
are described below.

3.&.2.1 Ìdumber of Data E1emenÈs

This measure counts the number of distinct logical data
items the module operates on. For example, if the modure

accepted a gueue and a stack then the count for this it.em

would be two"
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3"&.2,2 Þ'itumber of LogÍcal Operatíons

This measure counts the number of logical operations
performed by the modure in question. For exampre, íf the

neme of the module is "REÀD AND EDrr rRANSÀcrIoN" then there
are two logical operations.

3"4.2,3 Number of FuncËional Segments

This measure counts the number of identifiable functional
segments in the module. The segments may come from one or
more logical operations. The count is the total number of
segments from all logical operations.

3"4.2.4 Dependency of Time Elements

This measure quantifies the time dependencies between

erements in a module. The time dependency increases
according to the number of time dependent segments and the

nature of each of the time dependencies. To more precisely
quantify the time dependency let us define

ø Let I = The number of independent segments in the

module.

ø Let s = The number of seguentiarry dependent segments

in the module.

ø Let D = The number of separate dependent segments in
the module.

Given the above definitions, the time dependencies for a

module may be measured by the formuÌa:
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Time dependency = w[I] I WIS] S + w[o] D

where wIi] is the weight for dependency

each dependency should be assigned such t
relative importance of the item. The

upon the weights are:

i. The weight for
hat it reflects the

constraints placed

a) wII]
b) Each

In normal

values must

are beyond

> w[s] > wlDl .

of the weights must be positive and non-zero.

situations W[D] should be set to 1 " The exact
be determined by statisticar experimentation and

the scope of this chapter.

3.4.2.5 Exclusivisn
This measure counts the number of different functions that
can be executed excrusively in the modure. The count for
this is always at least one.

3"4,3 Module Cohesion CoefficienÈ
so far the behaviour of erements internar to a moduLe has

been identifiedr âs we1I as the factors that influence
modure cohesion. Rather than evaluating the cohesion of a

module as falling into one of "N" categories, it would be

advantageous if there was a numerical measure of a module's
qual i ty . In this section a numerical value called the
m¡¡ã..1^ -^t-^-:-- ---tE! -! --r¡¡reciu¿e conesion coeEt¡.elent wilr be described. Let us first
of aLl assign rabels to each of the factors described above.
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ø Let A = The number of logical data erements the module

ef fects.
ø Let B = The number of logical operations performed by

the module 
"

ø Let c = The number of identifiable segments in the
module.

ø Let D = The time dependency of the module elements.
ø Let E = The number of exc j_usive operations.

Given the above definitions let us also define

ø Let A' = 1/e

ø Let B' = 1/s

ø Let c' = 1/C

ø Let D' = 1/D

ø Let E' = 1/g

ø Let wIi] = The weighting f or f actor ',i,' o

The module cohesion coefficient may be given by the formula:

9¡[A] A' + w[B] B' + wtgl C' + w[D] D' + wt6l E'

sum of wtil

The above formura yields a value that lies between zero and

one. A modure cohesion coefficient of 1.0 represents the
highest possible cohesion that a modure can exhibit
functionar cohesion under the ord scheme. À module cohesion
coefficient Rear 0 represents the lowest possibre cohesion
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that a modure can exhibit coincidental cohesion under the
old scheme" À module's cohesion coefficient may approach

zero but it will never equal zerot this is indicative of the
fact that all modules are at least temporarly cohesive
because alr statements are executed consecutively (rnore on

this below).

3.4.3, 1 B{eight Factors

The weights for each of the cohesion factors represents the
relative importance of each factor. The exact varues

assigned to each weight are subject only to the constraints:

a) w[A] > wlBl > w[c] > w[¡]
b) Each of the weights must

w[E].

positive and non-zero.be

Appropriate values should be chosen for each of the weights
that reflect the importance of each factor. The exact
values that should be assigned to each of the weights could
be found by applying five dimensionar surface fitting
techniques to a set of captured test data. some additional
empirical research is required which is beyond the scope of
this thesis.

3.4.1& çgEÞaçþg The Factors to The Accepted
Classifications

This chapter has created a new way to measure the cohesion
of a module. rt wourd be beneficiar to compare the ord
classifieation scheme to the new factor scheme to
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demonsLrate its correctness. For irrustration
then, let us compute Lhe module cohesion coefficient
the accepted cohesion classi f icat ions.

purposes

for all

rn this simplistic model the module cohesion coefficient
will be expressed using a five digit number, each digit of
which corresponds directly to a measure of one of the five
factors that infruence module cohesion. The reftmost digit
will represent A, the number of logical data elements. The

second from the leftmost digit will represent B, the number

of rogicar operations, and so on down to the rightmosL digit
representing E, the number of exclusive elements.
Therefore, the five digit number that rvirl be used is simpry
the concatenation of the factors found to influence modure

cohesion.

For the purposes of this irrustration only the varue 1

shall be used to mean 1 and 1 only when measuring A, B, c,
and E; the value 0 wirl be used to mean 1 or more (recall
the inverse relationship A', B', etc.) ror measuring D, the
time dependencies, the value 2 wirr be used for totarly
dependent segments, 1 for sequentiarly dependent segments,

and 0 for independent segments.

If the computation of the module cohesion coefficient and

the accepted cohesion classifications correspond in a

meaningful wây, we would expect functional cohesion to have

the highest module cohesion coefficient. The remaining
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classi f icat ions, each in turn,
to the previous one.

Using the measures described

crude but enlightening compari

c lass i f icat i ons developed by

should be less than or equal

above, fígure 7 gives a

son between the cohesion

Myers and Yourdon and

MODULE
COHESION

CLASSI FI CATI ON

COHESION FÀCTORS PSEUDO
COHESION

COEFFI CI ENTA B c D E

Functional 1 1 1 2 1 11121

Informational 1 0 0 0 0 10000

Logical Function 't 0 0 0 0 10000

Sequent ia1 0 1 1 1 1 01111

Commun icat i onal 0 1 1 0 1 01101

Proc edural 0 1 0 0 1 01 001

Logical Data 0 1 0 0 0 01000

Temporal 0 0 0 0 1 00001

Coincidental 0 0 0 0 1 00001

Figure 7t Comparing Cohesion Classifications and
Fac tor s

constantine and the factors introduced in this chapter,
Notice that in figure 7 the classification of rogical
cohesion appears twice, once called " rogical funct ion

cohesion" and once carled "logicar data cohesion". The

reason for this shall be exprained below. The inleresting
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point to observe with regards to figure 7 is the correration
of the accepted cohesion classifications to the new cohesion
facLors. À11 of the seven accepted cohesion classifications
can be expressed using the five cohesion factors introduced.
The five cohesion factors are necessary and complete to
quantify module cohesion to a higher degree of accuracy than
the seven accepted classifications.

3"1[.5 t¡fodifvinq The

3.4"5.1 Decomposing

Notice that figure
classifications above

classifications with t
well, notice the addi

cohesion" and "Logical

Acceoted Cohesion Classif ications
togical Cohesíon

7 comparing cohesion factors and

contains all of the accepted cohesion

he exception of logical cohesion. Às

tion in the list of "LogicaI function
data cohesion".

Reca1l that in logicalIy cohesive modules

elements were related because:

a) They performed the same logical
of different data elements.

the internal

operation on a number

b) They performed a number of

data element.

varied operations on one

The operation or the data element in question is not
determined by the module, rather, it is specified in some

manner by the caIler.
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According to both accepted classifications, logical
cohesion is less desireabr-e than temporal cohesion.
However, logical data cohesion is more desirabre than
temporal cohesion because some segments are performed at the
same time and to some extent are functionally bound;

segments in a logical data cohesion modul_e are certainly
more functionally bound than temporally cohesive modules.
llhile it is true that alr of the different data items are
mutually exclusive, the code for each individual item is
tightly bound. This cannot be said of segments in a

ternporal ly cohes i ve module .

The crassification of rogicar function cohesion is praced

immediatery after that of information cohesion because they
are very similar. rn fact, the onry difference between

logical function cohesion and informationar cohesion is the
manner in which the caller is coupred to the module; this is
a matter of coupling and not an aspect of cohesion.

Given this, the classif
be removed and replaced

logical function cohesion

function cohesion is act

cohesion and may be named

ication of logical cohesion should

with logical data cohesion and

" The classification of Iogical
ually the same as informational
as such"

3.4.5.2 Removing Coincidental Cohesion

The crassification coincidentar cohesion shourd be removed

because it is not intrinsically different from temporal
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cohes i on . Elements of a temporally cohesive module are
executed at the same time. Because control impticitly flows
from one statement to the next in any classical von Neumann

type machine, this can be said for almost any group of
statements that are encapsulated in the same module. If the
statements are modified by use of control_ structures then

classif ication but in practice is redundant.

3.5 COMI{ENTS ON GÀTI{ERING EI{PIRICATJ DÀTA

Àlthough gathering empiricar data in support of the
theoreticar arguments presented in this chapter is beyond

the scope of this thesis, a few points on the subject will
be discussed on page 92 in section 3.5.

3"6 coNcLusroN

3.6.1 Sunmarv of Results

rn this chapter severar important new ideas have been

introduced relating to modure cohesion. First, the factors
that influence module cohesion have been identified and

ranked. They are (ordered from most infruence to least
influence):

the module probably

Coinc idental cohesion

exhibits procedural cohesion.

is useful as an academic

elements that the modulea) The number of 1ogical data

operates on n
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b) The nurnber

performs"

of logical operations that the module

The number of identifiabre executabre segments that
the module contains.

The time dependency of the module's elements.

The excl-usivism of the the module's elements.

The five factors above are necessary and complete to
determine a modul-e's cohesion. using the above five factors
the module cohesion coefficient which is a rear varue that
lies between zeto and one can be computed. The higher the
module cohesion coefficient, the higher the cohesion between

the el-ements of the module are. The factors that influence
modure cohesion are of greater utility than the accepted
cohesion classi f ications because:

There are fewer factors than c lass i f icat ions and

therefore fewer facts to remember.

using the factors, the modure cohesion coefficient can

be carcurated. The modure cohesion coefficient more

accuratery describes the cohesion of a modure than the
cohesion classifications. one no longer has to apply
the "weakest link" theory when considering various
circumstances internal to a module.

Knowredge of the factors that influence module cohesion
may lead to better quarity software being deveroped

because its fundamental nature wirt be better
understood. The previous classification scheme ï¡as

c)

d)

e)
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used as an "after the fact" evaruation of a design
which aided very Iittle in the actual development.

secondry, the factors that infruence module cohesion and

the modure cohesion coefficient have been related to the
accepted cohesion classifications developed by Myers and

Yourdon and constantine" The resurt of the comparison is a

slightly modified list of cohesion classifications. Namery,

the ner.¡ list of cohesion classifications are (ordered from

highest cohesion to lowest cohesion):

a) Functional cohesion.

b) Logical function (or informational) cohesion.

c) Sequential cohesion.

d) Communicational cohesion.

e) Procedural cohesion.

f) Logical data cohesion.

g) Temporal cohesion.

3"6"2 CriÈique of ResulÈs

Arthough this chapter has reduced the comprexity of
evaruating cohesion by decomposing the probrem into five
areas, ít has not entirely eriminated the judgemental

aspects of measuring cohesion. Each of the five influencing
factors must be counted before the module's cohesion

coefficient can be computed. Identifying the number of the
factors in each of the areas will require some judgement on

the part. of the observer.
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rt must be emphasized that less judgement is reguired to
compute the module cohesion coefficient than is reguired to
classify the module using the ord scheme. under the old
scheme, the observer had to judge modure cohesion based on

experience and intuitioni there were no other criteria.
under the new scheme, the observer is given five criteria
upon which he has to make judgements. The sum of these
judgements yierd the moduLe cohesion coefficient. The nevl

scheme is preferred to the ord scheme because the judgements

made under the nevr scheme are a series of smarl independent
judgements based on specific criteria.

Àdditional work is reguired to determine appropriate
weights for the module cohesion coefficient formura. once

this vras done a limit could be placed on the module cohesion
coef f ic ient to separate acceptable cohesion from
unacceptable cohesion. Às welI, more work is required to
externarize the identification process of each of the five
factors.
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ChapÈer IV

COUPLING

"when you can measure what you are speaking about,and express it in numbers, you kñow sõmethingabout it; when you cannot expiess it in numbersl
ygu! knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfactorykind_: it may be the beginning of knowledge, buiyou have scarcely, in your thoughts, advãnced tothe stage of science."

- William Thomson, Lord Kelvin

4 "1 åBSTR.ACT

Module coupling is a measure of the inter-relatedness of a

module or a set of modules. The current coupling
classifications are a crude qualitative measure Lhat do not
provide a program designer with a deterministic design toor.
At best, the current knowredge on coupring provides onry
supportive infruence on program design. rn this chapter,
the current coupring crassifications are enumerated and

summarized" The factors that influence module coupling are
asserted. using the underlying factors of coupling as a
basis, a numericar representation of a module's coupring
calred the modure coupring coefficient is developed. Às

weIl, a representation of a system's coupling carled lhe
system coupling coefficient is developed. using the module

coupring factor and the system coupling factor a program

designer can evaluate in a scientific manner the quality of
a particular program design.
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&.2 I¡ITROÐUCTTON

rt is generarly accepted that a program's complexity can be

reduced by decomposing the program into a series of modules,

each of which models a particular aspect of the problem.

Given that this is true, there are many possible
decompositions of the same problem. Two of the techniques
used to measure the quality of a design are coupling and

cohesion, the latter having been discussed in the previous
chapter. Coupling is a measure of the external
relationships between modules while cohesion is a measure of
the rerationships within a module. The goar of a program

designer is to yield a design with high cohesion and low

coupling; the erements of an individuar module shourd be

highly dependant of each other whire individual modures

shourd be highry independant of each other. Àrong with
cohesion, coupling provides a qualitative metric for
software designs.

1[.3 REVIEW OF COUPLING

The concept of modure coupling was pioneered by Glenford
Myers [40] , L+t1 ,1,+21 ,1431 ,1441 , and t4sl " The subjecr was

then later touched on by Edward yourdon and Larry
constantine t651. To some extent, Harlan Mirrs had a

contributing influence as welr. This section reviews the
history and current thinking about module coupling.
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4 " 3 . 1 Myers' ?{ork on Coupl Ínq

The result of Myers' work was the rearization of seven

distinct types of module coupling. Myers' coupling
crassifications are generally accepted to be the norm by the
software engineering community. Listed in the order of the
most desirable form of coupring to the reast desirabre form

of coupling, the seven types are:

1. No direct coupling"

2" Data coupling.
3. Stamp coupling.
4. Control coupling.
5. External couplinE.

6. Common coupling"

7. Content coupling.

4.3.1.1 Content Coupling

Modules that are content coupled exhibit the worst form of
coupling under Myers' crassifications. content coupling is
hard to find on most programs, not because programmers

rearize it is bad and therefore do not emproy it, but
because there are very few instances where such a connection
might be allowed by the translators . Two modules are
content coupled if one module makes a reference to the
contents of the other modute. Most, if not arl of the
instances where content coupring may occur are rimited to

s The term
terms

tran slator
compi ler ,

is used generically in place
assembler, interpreter, etc.
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the assembly language level; most high revel ranguage

compilers do not permit viorations of the forlowing sort:

one module modifies a program instruction in another
modure. Àny module that modifies an instruction is
at best difficult to comprehend, Iet alone if the
instruct ion exi sts in another modul_e.

one modure transfers control to a point inside
another module. The point inside the second module

is not known as an external entry.
Two modures share the same contents. This statement
impries that the two modures comprise a single
compiration unit, Given this point, one rnight argue
that procedures in a package are content coupledi a

case is made later to show that procedures in a

package that make references to data defined in the
package are actually common environment coupled.
one module refers nonexternarly to a data item
decl-ared in another module.

knowing the expected offset of
module.

1.

)

4.

offset into the object module.

modules are not independant.

This is possible by

a variable in another

It is
If the

In all of the above

must rely on a known

then clear why such

offset in the object
recompile the offset
aLtered accordingly.

cases the module making the connection

module is altered as a result of a

stored in the reference module must be

Since there is no program construct to
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automaLically enforce such a change, the onus is on the
programmer to mentally keep track of references of this
nature. As was mentioned, ârthough content coupring is the
worst manner in which to make a connection, it does not
occur often since only row leveÌ ranguages provide the
conditions under which it may flourish,

4.3.1.2 Common Coupling

common coupling is named after the FORTRÀN coMMoN staLement.

Modules are common coupled if first, they refer to the same

central data repository which is externally defined, and

second, the erements being exchanged are heterogeneous. The

erements that are being exchanged could be control elements

or data elements. The most obvious example of this type of
coupling is exhibited by the use of the FORTRÀN coMMoN

statement. Many modures may reference the erements of a

Module À Module B Modu1e C

Common Environment

Figure 8: Common Coupling
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common block in the manner depicted in figure g. Figure g

is misleading because while iL accurately depicts that there
is only one common copy of the data, it does not show that
each modure that references the common environment must

define within its own scope the rayout of the common

environment. This means that there exist murtiple copies of
the layout of the common environment. should the format of
the common block change f or some reason, alr rrN', copies of
the layout must change as well. Naturalry it is possibre
for some of the rayouts to become out of synchronization
with the actual format of the common environment, reading to
errors.

Another exampre of a ranguage feature that exhibits
common coupling is the EXTERNÀL attribute of pL/r. Although
the FORTRAN common block is syntactically different from a

PL/r. EXTERNAL variable, they are in fact handled in a

similar manner by the linkage editor. Both the FORTRÀN

common block and pL/r EXTERNAL variables are capable of
defining a data aggregate in addition t.o a simpre scarar
var iable. It was Myers' intention that modules coupled
through a common environment would be referenc ing
heterogeneous data items.

called a data aggregate.

In this thesis such an entity is

A problem with modules that
they are difficult to reuse in

communication with the module

are common coupled is that
another context. Since alI
is accomplished through a
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common environment, another module wishing to invoke said
module wourd also have to duplicate the environment. rn a

normar situation this can be a tedious procedure. An

apprication in a different context may not require arl data
elements of the aggregate, yet the entire environment must

be dupricated. Ànother probrem with modules that are common

coupled is that they tend to get access to more data than is
minimally reguired to perform their function. Since the
common environment is a data aggregate it is likely that not
arr items in the aggregate are essential for the function of
the modure" In this sense, common coupring exhibits some of
the same problems associated with stamp coupling, which is
described below"

Àn empirical study t13l conducted

Agresti discovered evidence that
coupling actually reduces SDLC costs.
out that this evidence contradict
predictions.

4,3.'l .3 External Coupling

Modules are externally coupled if
externally def ined homogeneous data

for the purpose of control or it may

are examples of external coupling:

by Card, Church, and

suggests that common

It should be pointed

s Myers' theoretical

they reference the same

item" The item may be

be data. The following

ø Functions that reference the same global variabre in an

APL workspace are externally coupled.
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Modules that ref erence the same item via a ,,v', constant
(an externar reference) in 360 assembly code are

externally coupled.

Two BAsrc subprograms that reference the same 91oba1

data item are externally coupled.

Two PLh modules that reference the

variable are externally coupled if the

a data structure. If the variable is a

then the modul-es are common coupled.

A reference within a nested scope of a

is made to a variabte not declared wi

scope. The variable is defined within a

that encapsulates both the variable and

in which the reference is made.

Same EXTERNÀL

variable is not

data structure

PL/Î procedure

thin the loca1

superior scope

the procedure

There are a few subtte differences between

and external coupled connections:

common coupled

a) In conmon coupling the data in question is restricted
to a subset of the modul-es in the program. Modures

Èhat are common coupred must specificarry incrude the
name of the common environment that they wish to
reference in the module. With external coupling the
data in question is available to aIr modures in the
program without restriction. Essentially comnon

coupling and external coupling are very sirnirar except
that the "environment" associated with external
coupling is a global one.
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b) Common coupling implies a reference to
data item v¡hereas external coupl

reference to a homogeneous data item.

a heterogeneous

i ng impl ies a

rt should be noLed that the distinctions between common

coupring and external coupling described above are Myers'
definition, not the author's. The author disagrees with
some aspects of Myers' conclusions with respect to these
differences. These disagreements will be discussed in a

section beIow.

4.3.1.4 Control Couplíng

Myers refers to the situation where modures exchange

erements of contror (as opposed to data) through the formal
parameter mechanism as control coupring. rt is important to
emphasize the difference between what Myers considered to be

control coupling and exchanging elements of control. In
every computer program that contains more than one

subprogram there is an exchange of the elements of contror.
when subprogram A invokes subprogram B there is an exchange

of control" Depending on how the subprograms are organized,
the invocation is a reference that must be resorved either
by the compirer, the linker ¡ ot by the run time system.
white iÈ is true that under such conditions modures do

exchange elements of control, it is not considered to be

control coupling by Myers. In order to be considered
controL coupling, t.he element oi control must be exchanged
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via the formar parameter mechanism. The control can include
information that is passed as a hybrid data item or as the
name of a procedure. Elements of contror that are exchanged

globaIly are not considered to be control coupling.

Control is an abstract concept.

concept to understand than control;
Data is an easier

data resides in a

specific memory location of the computer and can be

manipulated by the CPU. Data has a specific representation
for each possible state. control on the other hand has no

analogous representation and this is one of the reasons that
Myers considered contror coupling to be undesireable. of
course control itself cannot be passed through a parameter

since contror and data are different mediums. Essentially,
control coupling is the passing of data between modules such

that the value of the data v¡irl directly influence the flow
of control of the receiving rnodure. rt is possible to have

control passed as either
deposit connection.

a withdrawal connection or as a

Here is an example of passing contror down to a modure.

consider a module that performs two different functions, sây

read or write. The module READ_OR ÌlRrrE accepts two formar
parameters:

ø An operation code which indicates whether the operation
to be performed is read or write. The code may be a

boorean flag or something more eraborate such as a

character string.
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ø A buffer. The buffer will contain the contents of the
rast record read if the operation was read, otherwise
the buffer contains the information to be written.
Notice that whether the buffer is an input or an output
parameter depends on the contents of the other
parameter.

Inside module READ_OR_WRITE there is
of program code that reads:

like1y to be a segment

ïF OPCODE = READ CODE THEN
CÀLL READ-RECõNO(BUFFER)

ELSE
CALL WRITE_RECORD(SUrrEN)

ENDIF

clearly, the manner in which the calling module sets the
operation code affects the frow of execution in modure

REÀD-OR_WRITE. surely this can be said about many types of
parameters. For exampre, consider a modul_e that computes

the sguare root of an argument. shourd the calrer suppry a

negative argument some sort of error handling code wirl be

invoked. rs this control coupring? The anserer is no.
Parameters are only control coupled if the module sending
the data perceives that the frow of control in the receiving
modure can be changed by altering the value of the
parameter. rf there is no perception of control then there
is no dependence. Modures often perform error checking on

parameters as a matter of course and such instances are not
conlrol coupling.
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The problem with contror coupring is that modules coupred
in this fashion are not independent of each other. A much

better way to handre the READ_oR_wRrrE problem above would
be to have the calling module itself invoke either
REÀD_RECORD or WRITE_RECORD directly" I n thi s vray the
action of invoking the proper routine is physically near the
decision of which routine to invoke. control coupling
divorces decisions from their corresponding actions which
leads to increased program complexity.

It is also possible to pass

following example" Consider a

frequency of words within lines of

consist of

À procedure GET LINE that
from the input fiIe.
A procedure GET_WORD that
time, from the line of

control up, as in the

program that analyzes the

text " The program might

reads in one line of text

GET LINE. (ft is assumed

across lines. )

o A main program that calls the subprograms.

The source for a portion of the program might look
thi s:

extracts words,

text that was

that words are

one at a

read in by

not spl i t

1i ke
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CALL cET LrNE(LTNE,EOF)
WHTLE NOT EOF DO

cÀLL GET_I^IORD ( r,r ¡¡n , woRD, eol )
I^¡HILE NOT EOL DO

PROCESS WORD
CALL GET_WORD ( r,rNe, WORD, EOL )

END WHTLE
CALL GET LINE(LINE,EOF)

END T^7HI LE

Based on the setting of the frag EoL (which stands for end

of line), procedure GET t^IoRD can direct the mainrine to
invoke GET LINE to read in another line of
one may argue that procedure GET LINE can

program to finish by the setting of the

stands for end of file).

text. Às wel1,

direct the main

flag EOF (which

of the two forms of control coupring, Myers rates passing

control up to be ress desireable than passing control down.

His argument is that by passing control up it is possibre to
violate the scope of effect/scope of control rule. The

scope of control of a module is the modute itself and alr of
its subordinate modules in the hierarchy. The scope of
effect of a modure is alt the modures that are ultimately
affected by a decision made in the modure in question. The

scope of effec t/scope of control rule is a software
engineering rure of thumb that states that any given modure

should only be abre to affect itself and its subordinate
modures; essentially, Lhe scope of effect shourd be

contained within the scope of control. Figure 9

demonstrates a vioration of the scope of effect/scope of
control principre" rn figure 9 modure c makes a decision
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Module A

Module B
EFFECT

Module C
DECISION

Figure 9: Scope of Effect/Scope of Control RuIe

that affects module B" This is a violation
because module B is not within module C's scope

This situation is possible because control is
up from C to À and ultimately affecting B.

of the rule

of control-.

being passed

rt is also possible to create the situation by passing
the offending control erement through a coMMoN block that
joins rnodules B and C. Myers did not consider such an

exchange to be control coupring. This author disagrees with
this concrusion. rt is the opinion of this author that the
important aspect of contror coupring is the exchange of
contror erements, rather than the method of exchange. The

method of exchange is a separate issue from that of the
usage of the information. This concept wirr be refined in a

later section of Èhis chapter.
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4 
" 
3.'1 ,5 SÈamp Coupi.ing

Myers refers to the situation where modules exchange a

heterogeneous data eÌement via a formal parameter mechanism

as stamp coupling. Although stamp coupling is not totarly
undesirable it is not the idear manner in which modures may

be coupred. consider tv¡o modules, modure A and moduLe B

that accept as a formal parameter the non-homogeneous data
structure R" For the purposes of this irlustration l-et us

presume that R is defined as:

DECLÀRE 1 R,
2F1
2F2

I NTEGER,
REÀL;

Therefore, the procedure headers for À and B rook rike:

A: PROCEDURN(n); and B: PROCEDURE(n);

rt might occur at some point in time that module A requires
another fierd of information, say F3, to be passed down.

Further suppose that modure B does not require the
additional item. Data structure R could be modified to
include the ne$¡ field:

DECLÀRE 1

T NTEGER,
REÀL,
CHARACTER;

R,
2F1
2î2
2F3

In this case not only would module À have

but every module that references R ( in thi
would have t.o be recompiled. Modules that
are not ideally coupled because:

to be recompiled,

s case module B)

are stamp coupled
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I f the data structure shourd change then every modure

that uses the data structure must be recompiled. rt
may be difficult to track down alr of the modures

that reference a particular data structure without
the use of programming aids such as cross references
or a data dictionary.
By passing a data structure a modure may have access

to more data than is actualry required for the modure

to function" rn the case above, even though module B

may only needs F1 and FZ it also gets F3, which it
may inadvertently change.

À modure that uses a data structure may be difficult
to reuse in another context. Even though the
individuar data i tems are alr that i s requi red, t.he

user of a stamp coupled module would have to
duplicate the data structure and pass it down.

Modules that exhibit stamp coupring are disadvantaged for
many of the same reasons that common coupled modules are
di sadvantaged 

"

1"

¿"

3"

1¡,3. 1 .5 Data Coupling

Myers refers to the situation
homogeneous data items through a

as data coupling" Data coupl

desirable leveI of coupling that
still perform useful work in conj

where modules exchange

formal parameter mechanism

ing represents the most

modules may exhibit and

unction" In considering
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data coupring let us refer to the example used to ilrustrate
stamp coupling above" Instead of using a data structure to
pass the informaLion to modures À and B, each field of the
data structure R will be passed individuarlyr âs in:

À: PROC(n"rl,R"F2); and B: PROC(n"rl,R.F2) i

rf modure À should require another fierd it can be added as

an additional parameter, as in:

A:PROC(n.rl,R.F2,R.F3)i and B : PROC ( n. r 1 , n " 12 ) ;

rn this instance onry modure A need be recompiled. Às werr,
both modures A and B onry get access to the minimum amount

of data that they require to perform their function. This
represents an advantage over stamp coupling and for these
reasons modules coupred in this fashion are highry
des i rable ,

&.3.1 .7 No Direct Coupling

Myers does not give a name to the rowest rever of coupring
between modules. rn this form of coupling modules do not
communicate any data and are therefore totally independent

of each other. while a high degree of independence between

modules is desireable, modules that do not share data cannot-

perform any useful work in conjuction. coupring is a

generalization of the different types of connections between

modures, and if there is no connection then there is no

coupling. rn this thesis this form of coupling is defined
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as null coupring. This category of coupling is necessary to
complete the enumeration buL is otherwise unint,eresting.

4.3,1.8 Summary of Myers' Coupling Classifications
According to Myers, the coupling classification that is
assigned to a modure is the classification of the modure's

lowest quality connection" This means that if a module had

1 000 data coupred connections and 1 common coupled

connection the classification assigned to the module would

be common coupling. This is the "weakest rink in the chain"
theory, or more colloquiar terms, "one bad apple spoirs the

barrel". Myers considers that the levers of coupling above

control coupling are reasonable ways to couple modures.

In summary, Myers' coupling classifications are:

NuIl coupling"

No external references implies no coupling. However,

no data exchange implies no work can be done in
conjunction. This classification is useful for
enumeration purposes on1y.

Data coupling.

À11 exchanges invorve homogeneous data items through

the formal parameter mechanism.

Stamp coupling.

Àt least one exchange involves heterogeneous data

items through the formal parameter mechanism. AII
other exchanges are data coupled.

1.

¿-

3.
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¿, Control couplång"

Àt least one exchange invorves homogeneous elements

of control through the formal parameter mechanism.

All other exchanges are stamp and data coupled, The

element of control being exchanged can either be a

subprogram name or a hybrid data item.

5.

5.

7"

External coupling"

At least one exchange is made through a

homogeneous data or control item" Atl
exchanges are control, stampr oF data coupled.

Common coupling,

At least one exchange is made through a

heterogeneous data or control item. AII
exchanges are external, control, stamp, o

coupled.

global

other

globaI

other

r data

Content coupling.

Modul-es bypass normar linkage conventions for either
data references or control transfers. occurs when

externar references are satisfied by the programmer

at coding time rather than by a piece of software
such as the compiler or the linker.

4.3.2 Defieíencies in the couplinq crassificatíone
There are severar reasons why Myers' coupring
classifications do not have the utirity that one wourd tike.
In this section some of the reasons are outlined.
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F i rst.1y,

qualitative

advantageous

Myers

measure

if a

' coupling

of a module'

scheme could

classifications
s coupl ing. I

be r+or ked out

provide a

t would be

whereby the

MODULE
COUPLING

CLÀSS T FI CATT ON

FIRST ORDER
DEPENDENCY
COEFFT CI ENT

Content 0.9s

Common 0.70

External 0.60

Cont rol 0. s0

Stamp 0.3s

Data 0 "20

Figure 10: Myers' eualitative Coupling VaIues

coupring of a module could be assigned a quantitative varue.
Myers did develop quantitative values for each coupling
crassification which he called the first order dependencies.
These varues were intended to be used to compute the
probabirity that a module would change given that it is
coupred in a certain way to another modure. The first order
dependency values are risted in figure 10. For example,

consider the scenario depicted by figure 1 1. rn this case

module À is coupred to modure B in any one of the six
meaningful Ì.¡ays" suppose it is control coupred. using the
dependency varues Myers postulates that i f a change were to
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Modu1e A Module B

¡'rgure r r : Coupling Dependency

be made to Modul€ À, then the probabirity that Modure B wirl
have to be changed is s0%" Likewise, if the two modules

were data coupred and Module À were changed, there wourd be

only a 20% chance that Module B wourd have to be changed.

These values turn out to unproven because they were not
empiricarry derived; they vrere "guesstimated" based on

Myers' own intuition and experience. More importantly,
these varues fail to take into consideration the case where

all but one of the connections to a modure are data coupred;
because of this one bad connection the modure receives a low

coupling rating. rntuitivery, there must be a better vlay to
account for the coupling of a module.

The classifications are not rinear. They are quantized

by reference type. The coupring classifications give no

insight into the tradeoffs that are invorved in the various
connection types. For exampre, consider a module that
accepts as a parameter a complex number. rt is known that a

complex number consists of two separate and distinct parts,
a real part and an imaginary part. Based on the coupring
crassifications, it wourd be best to pass such an item as
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two separate parameters rather than pracing the parts into a

record and passing the record. rn this way stamp coupling,
which rates lower than data coupling, wourd be avoided (at
least according to Myers' definition). À contrary example

to that one invorves a personar experience of the author.
The author once attended a third year undergraduate crass
where the instructor preached that the number of parameters

to a subprogram shourd be kept at an absolute minimum; it
was said that the best vray to reduce parameters to a

subprogram was to place arl the individual items into a

record and pass the one record. In this r.ray there would

only be the one parameter, internarry consisting of all the
other parameters. whire this is technicarry possible it is
not arways in the best interests of reducing program

complexity. Exactly how much better is data coupling than
stamp coupling and when does one choose a particurar one?

The coupling classification assigned to a modure is the
classification of the module's lowest quality connection.
This is the "weakest link in the chain" approach and

although it may appry to other situations , íntuitively it
should not be used for module coupling. This theory does

not take different combinations of module connections into
account" For example, does a modure that has 1oo0 data
coupled connections exhibit rower coupring than a modure

that has one common coupled connection? WeII, if one

follows the el-assificaiions rerigiously it does, but which
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module is real1y less dependant

sy s tem?

on the other modules of the

There are gaps in the classifications where control
coupling is concerned. The subject of data and hybrid usage

is deart with but pure contror connections seem to be armost

totally ignored. Recall that contror coupling was the name

that Myers assigned to the passing of hybrid elements

through the formal parameter mechanism. These elements of
control could either be subprogram names used as ä procedure

parameters or hybrid data rike a boolean flag. There is no

mention made of hybrid data exchanged through a common

block. The crassifications do not consider such an exchange

to be control coupling even though there is a non-standard

exchange of control taking prace. rt shourd be pointed out
that exchanging data elements through a common block is
quite different from exchanging pure control- or hybrid
erements through a common bIock. rndeed, exchanging control
is always more complex and obscure in human terms than

exchang i ng data under any c i rcumstances 
" The

There

shourd be a difference between passing control erements

globally and passing other data globaIly.

Finally, the coupling crassifications cannot be used to
compare two rivar program desi9f,s, because it is an "after
the fact" evaluation. By the time the coupling of the
system can be measured the system has already been built, or

classifications fail to take this into account.
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at least this is vrhat typically happens. rf this is so,

then measuring the coupling amounts to an academic exercise
only. An analogous situation exists when attempting to
predict the strength of concrete for some building project.
Although the required strength of the concrete is known when

Lhe ingredients are mixed, it is impossible to measure the

actuar strength of the batch until the concrete has cured,
which is 24 days later. By this time of course the buirding
project has already proceeded under the faith that the

concrete is strong enough. The person mixing the batch must

use his previous knowredge of good and bad recipes and

prepare the batch to have greater strength than that
actually required"

The current state ot coupling is much the same. coupring
is more likely used as software engineering "rure of thumb"

rather than as a direct measure of design quatity. That is
to sây, that they may be kept in mind during the design

stage, but they certainly cannot be used to compare two

designs. Myers himself admits

". . . its major purpose is to provide an
understanding of desireable and undesireable
module relationships, thus guiding the program
designer in the establishment of - module
interfaces. "
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4"3"3 Motivatíon for Developino Factors

rn an effort to improve our knowredge of coupling it is
advantageous to ident i fy the individuar factors that
infruence module coupling. This is desireabre for several
reasons 

"

Firstly, if coupling is at alt a

module behavior, ident i f icat ion

contribute to coupling could lead to
of coupling, and therefore higher qua

meaningful attribute of

of the factors that
a better understanding

lity software.

one has to question hovr Myers' coupling classifications
were derived" Normally, one identifies factors and then
forms general crassifications based on grouping sets of
factors. The coupring classifications were not formed in
this v¡ay. The crassifications were "proven" with a

combination of practical experience, theoretical argument,

and a little hand waving. once the contributing factors
v¿ere known , they could ar row the ver í f icat i on and

enhancement of Myers' coupling classifications.

The factors may be easier to remember and apply than
Myers' crassifications. For example, it may be that there
are fewer factors than classifications. rt could arso turn
out that factors are more representative of module behavior
than the classifications.

Given that the individual factors
facLors can be measured individually,

are known, and the

it may be possible to
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measure a modure's coupling quantitativery rather than
qualitatively. This wourd be desireabre because the
crassification system is so judgmental that only an

experienced software engineer can perform the evaluation. A

knowledge of the factors might permit the construction of
automated tools for comparing module coupling.

4"3.4 Yourdon and Constantine's Work on Couplinq

while remaining purery qualitative in nature, yourd.on and

constantine derved deeper into the nature of coupling than

did Myers. Rather than identifying a series of broad

coupling classifications, they attempted to identify the
individuar factors that infruence module coupring; as we11,

they ident i f ied di f ferent connect ion types as having

different influences on module coupling.

Yourdon and constantine identified the factors that
influence module coupling as (in random order):

a) Type of connection.

b) Complexity of interface.
c) Type of information passing through the connection"

d) Binding time of connection.

Factor (a), the

manner in which the

For example, data

considered to be oi a

is referenced from a

type of the connection, refers to the

module in question acquires the Cata.

that is passed via a parameter is
different coupling type from data that

common block.
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Factor (b), the complexity of the interfacer rêfers to
the number of connections which the module in question has

to objects not defined internally. Basicarly, the greater
the number of objects, the greater the comprexity of the
interface" For example, a module referencing ten externarly
defined items has an interface that is more complex than a

modure that references two externarly defined items.

Factor (c), the type of information passing through the
connection r Fêfers to whether the information passing

through the connection is being used as data or control. rt
is considered that modules that pass control are more highry
coupled than rnodules that pass data.

Factor (d), the binding time of the connection, refers to
the time at which the connection is satisfied. For exampre,

connections that are satisfied at execution time are more

independent than connections that are satisfied at compire

time, which in turn are more independent than connections
that are satisfied at link-edit time, etc. The philosophy
is that if a connection is satisfied at execution time it is
easier to change than a connection made at an earrier stage
in the deveropment. some authors, such as Jensen and Tonies

[30], do not consider the binding time of the connection to
be one of the factors involved in coupling.

Yourdon and

consideration to

Constant.ine thought

examine each connection

ir
toa

worthy of

module more
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closery. They categorized a modure's corrective interface
as belonging to one of these three classes:

i)
rr)
rrr)

Minimally connected.

NormalIy connected"

Pathologically connected.

under their scheme, a modure is minimarly connected if
all connections to the module are ful1y parameterized and

all transfers of control are via a singre entry to the
module. This means that the only type of connection
permitted according to Myers' classifications would be data,
stamp, and control coupling. Àny other type of connection
to the module implies that the module is not minimally
connected.

Yourdon and constantine define a module to be normally
connected if the modure is minimalry connected with the
exception of one or more of the folrowing conditions:

There is more than one entry point to the
of which must be minimally connected.

After invocation of the module, control
statement other than the next sequential
the calling module"

The module is invoked by some mechanism

structured transfer of control.

module r €ôch

returns to a

statement in

other than a
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rf the module is noL rninimarly connected and it is not

normarry connected then it is defined to be pathologicarly
connected" A pathologically connected module is one that
exhibits connections such as content, common, and external
coupring under Myers' classifications and violates one or
more of the conditions necessary for normalry connected

modul-es 
"

&"4, THE FÀCTORS THAT INFLUENCE MODT'LE COUPLING

Yourdon and constantine introduced the concept of coupling
factors, but they did not develop the concept fully. rn

this secLion the factors that influence modure coupling are
asserted and rigorously examined. The factors are developed

to the point that the factors rather than the
classifications can

module.

be used to evaluate the coupling of a

In this thesis the factors that
given module (given in random order)

influence coupling for a

are:

1"

2"

3.

The number of connections.

The interface type of each connection.
The complexity of information flowing through each

d"

5"

connection.

The usage type

connection.

The direction
connection "

of information flowing through each

of information
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t ime

of di

6"

7"

The binding

The number

of each connection.

stinct connected modules,

The factors are explained in more detail be1ow.

4.4,1 Ìdumber of Connections

Às the number of connections emanating from a module

increases, the coupling of the modure increases, regardress
of the quality of each of the connections. This follows
from the fact that a modure with no connections has no

coupling; therefore as the number of connections increases
the dependency increases. Basicarly, Myers did not focus on

a modure's interface, but yourdon and constantine did. This
thesis takes the concept of a modure interface one step
further than Yourdon and constantine who thought that one

bad connection spoiled the interface. They had three
ratings for a modules interface as a whole: excel lent
good, and bad. In this thesis each module connection i

I

S

evaluated individually instead of as a group.

It should also

from a module have

control connections

be noted that all
to be enumerated.

as well as data and

connections emanating

This includes pure

hybrid connections.

The empirical study

connections a module had

was" This study gives empi

theoreiical basis for this

in [ 1 3] found that the more

the more fault prone the module

rical evidence which supports the

factor "
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&"4"2 InÈerface Type of Connection

rn erectronics a connection can be made between two modular

units by

Removing the covers from each unit and then soldering
an adjoining wire to the back of the printed circuit
board of each unit.
This is a tightly coupled connection.

Running a cable r,¡ith connectors on each end that plug
into sockets on each of the units.
This is a loosely coupled connection.

Transmitting information over a medium that is not
physically connected, such as the wireless remote

control for a television.
This connection is made dynamically and

extremely loosely coupled.

i s theref ore

types,

ions and

ions:

rn software the number of different types of connections
depends on the facirities provided by the host programming

language; the connection types are crosely related to the
scope rules of the host programming language.

There are two basic categories of connection
arranged here from best to worst for data connect
arranged from worst to best for pure control connect

a) Normal Connection.

The connection is run through the formal

mechanism of the host programming language,
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b) Common Environment Connection"

The connection is not run through the parameter

mechanism. The connection could be a global one or
known to a subset of the modules. The important

aspect is that it is not through the formar parameter

mechan i sm "

There are many different types of

connections. Here are a few examples.

common environment

PL/I ExternaL.

are resolved by the Iinker.

ined in the public area of another

imported from that package into the

FORTRAN COMMON oT

These connections

Package Import.

A variable is def

package and then

host.

These connections are resolved first by the compirer,
to obtain the correct offset into the package, and then

by the linker, to obtain the rocation of the package.

This is permitted in the language Mesa t391.

Transcendental Import .

same as package import except that the package that the
item is imported from itserf imports the item from

another package. This recursive import can be carried
on to an arbitrary depth. This is permitted in the
language PROTEL t9l "

G1oba1.
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Notice t.hat other

these common envi

of the reference;

and when.

than syntax, the

ronment connection

specifically, who

The variable is defined outside of

but within the same compilation uni
references are resolved by the compi

ø ObjecL reference.

Reference to an object in an

Programming Language t201. Resolved

run time environment"

the current module

t. These types of

1er.

Object Or iented

at run time by the

main difference between

types is the resolution
resolves the reference

4"&.3 Conolexítv of Information
In electronics, a connection can carry
simple as B+ or something as complex

either something as

as a time division
is the amount of

the connection as

multiplexed signal_. The di fference
intelligence that is conveyed through
perceived by the observer.

rn software, a connection can convey either something
simple like an atomic integer data item or something as

complex as a stack. As described earlier in this thesis,
there are severar categories, arranged from least complex to
most complex:

ø Atomic data items.
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Simp1e variables of any base type.
integer, rea1, boolean, etc.
Àn aggregate of data items"

For example, a pL/I AREÀ variable.

For example,

Linear complexity.

For example, ä' array or a record with fields ot
type.

same

Molecular items.

For exampler ân array of records.
Àbstract items.

For example, âDy variabl-e reference with a pointer.

rt is possibre to decrease Lhe number of connections and at
the same time increase the complexity of the connections.
For exampre, instead of passing two parameters, a programmer

could pass the two parameters in one connection as the
elements of one record. This would decrease the interface
comprexity in terms of the number of connections but
increase the complexity of the one connection. This is
rearly discussing how cohesive the data in any one

connection is" For the purposes of this discussion it is
assumed that the data in any one connection exhibits an

acceptable level of cohesion.
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4"&"& Usaqe of Information
The usage of information refers to whether the intelligence
is being used as data or for control-. Most programming

languages constrain Lhe use of information as contror or
data via the type mechanism (assembry ranguages are an

exception, because in general names are not typed). For

exampre, two procedure names could not be added together in
Pascal because the compiter wiII not permit it.

There are three typical usages of interligence t dtranged

here from rowest coupling dependency to highest coupling
dependency:

Data.

For example,

memory contain

Control.

a variable name refers
ing a value.

to location

entry name stores the

but is used to

example, fIags,
tends to create

either data or

1n

Hybr id "

Information that is declared as data

exchange control between modules. For

opcodes, and ret,urn codes. Hybrid data

higher inter module dependencies than

control.

For example I a procedure or

address of executable code.
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4.4.5 Bindino Time

Binding time refers to the point in time at which a

connection is established, or when an external reference is
resolved. The later the connect.ion is estabrished, the more

independent the modure, thus lower coupring. Exampres of
binding times arranged from highest coupring to lowest
coupling are:

ø Coding Time.

For example, the reference is sati sfied by the
programmer coding a constant or a label which refers to
an erement inside another modure. Àr1 content coupling
is done in this way.

ø Compile Time.

For exampre, the programmer used a constant which was

resolved by the compiler.
o Link Time.

For example, The programmer calred an externally
defined procedure which was resolved by the linker.

c Load Time.

For example, the programmer carrs a system resident
procedure which gets resolved by the 1oader.

ø Dynamically.

object oriented programming Languages implement dynamic

binding for aIl procedure calIs,
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4"&"6 Ðirection of Infornation Flow

The direction of the information flow affects the coupling
of a modure where hybrid contror erements are concerned.

The direction of information flow of data interligence or

pure contror interrigence has no effect on the coupl-ing

dependency. Àrranged from most desi reable to Least

desireabre the coupling dependency of a modure is affected
by the direction of information flow as follows:

ø Out.

Control information coming out of a module is often

module is avoidable by moving

llerì for example, opcodes, or

control into a module also

the module "

unavoidable and does not violate the "black box"

concept of a module. The problem can be solved by

making the calling module J-arger by including in it the

code from the called module, which is undesireable

because of reuseability problems. The tradeoff is to
pass control up or cope with large poor cohesive

modules.

In.
Passing

the deci

device

degrades

I n-Out .

control

sion into
codes.

into a

the ca

Passing

the cohesion of

Bad for same reasons

way movement.

as IN, but complicated by the two
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&"4"7 Number of Distinct Destinations

The greater the number of distinct modules that module x is
connected to, the greater the system depends on module X and

Module A Module B Modu1e C

Modu1e X

!'lgure I ¿2 Connection Density: Scenario 1

Module À

Module X

Figure 1 3: Connection Density: Scenario 2

the higher the coupling of modute X.

Consider the scenario posed by figures 12 and 13. The

number oi connections emanating from module x is the same in
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both scenarios" rt may arso be assumed that arI things
other than the number of modures that module x is connected

to are the same, for exampre, each connection carries
information of the same compl-exity and usage, etc. In
figure 12 there are three modures connected to x as opposed

to only one modure connected to x in figure 13. rf modure x

Ì,¡ere to be radically changed in some fashion then it would

be the responsibility of the individual performing the
change to ensure Lhat no other parts of the system were

affected by the change. rn figure 12 there are three places

to check but in figure 13 there is only one place to check,

at the first leveI. crearly, if the number of distinct
connected modules can be minimized then changes affecting
one modure are more localized and do no tend to spread

through the system as readily. Reducing the number of
connected modules therefore minimizes the amount of work

required to enact a serious change.

The empirical study in t13l

nurnber of descendants of a module

prone the module vras. This empi

theoretical basis for this factor

found that the greater the

there were, the more fault
rical evidence supports the
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4.5 ÐESCRIBING CLASSTFTCATTONS E{TTH TI{E FACTORS

Now that the fact.ors that influence modure coupling have

been asserted, it is a worthwhile exercise to highlight the

factors that are necessary to describe each particular
coupling classi f ication.

4,5o1 Describinc Nutl Couolinq with Factors

The crassification of nulr coupling is highrighted by the

fact that there are no connections beLween the stated
modules, and therefore there is no coupring. The factor
that is necessary and complete to describe this
classification is sirnpry the number of connections.
specifically, the number of connections is zero. No other
coupring factors influence this coupring crassification.

1["5,2 Describino Data Couplinq with Factors

with data coupring the factors that are necessary and

comprete to describe the crassification are as forlows:
There are one or more connections; the interface type of
each connection in the module interface is parameter and the
comprexity of the data being exchanged through each

connection is atomic; further, the usage of the information
through each connection is data and can be neither hybrid
nor pure contror; the direction of the inf ormation f 1or,¡

through each connection, as well as the distinct number of

connected modules, is inconsequential; the binding of each

connection must be completed any time after coding time.
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4"5,3 Describino Stamp Couplinq with Factors

In the classification stamp coupling the factors that are

both necessary and comprete to describe the cl-assification
are as follows: There are one or more connections to the

module; the interface type of each connection in the

interface is parameter; there exists at least one connection

in the modure interface that has information of greater than

atomic comprexity flowing through it; other connections, if
any exist, Dây have information of any complexity frowing

through them; the usage type of all information exchanged

through the module interface must be data and can be neither
hybrid nor control; the direction of the information frow

through the connections as werr as the number of distinct
destination modures is inconsequential; the binding time of

each connection in the interface must be rater than coding

t irne.

4,5"1[ Describino Control Couplino with Factors

rn the crassification control coupring the factors that are

necessary and complete to describe the classification are:
There are one or more connections to the module; the

interface type of each connection through the modure

interface is parameter; the usage of the information in at
least one of the connections is either hybrid or control;
the usage of the information in the other connections, if
any existr cân be either data, hybrid, or control; the

connections can have information of any complexity flowing
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through them; the direction of Lhe information flow through
the connections, as well as the number of distinct connected

modul-es, i s inconsequent ia1; the binding t ime of each

connection must be Iater than coding time.

4,5,5 Describíno External Couplinq with Factors

rn the crassification external coupling the factors that are

necessary and complete to describe the classification are:
There are one or more connectionsi at least one connection
is not made through the formal parameter mechanism, that is
to say that it is made through a common environment; any

other connections, if they exist, can eiLher be made through
the formar parameter mechanism or through a common

environment; the complexity of the information frowing
through the common environment connections is of type

atomic; the complexity of the information frowing through
the parameterized connections, if âDy, can be of any

complexity; the usage type of the information flowing
through any of the connections can be any of data, hybrid,
or control; the direction that the information flows through
any of the connections as rverl as the number of distinct
connected modures is inconsequential; the binding time of
each connection is Later than coding time.
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4,5.6 Ðescribinq Common CouplÍna wit,h Factors

rn the classification common coupling the factors that are

necessary and complete to describe the classification are:
There are one or more connectionsi at reast one connection
is made through a common environment; the other connections,
if any exist, are made through either a common environment

or through the formal parameter mechanism; the complexity of
the information flowing through at reast one of the common

environment connections is greater than atomic; the

complexity of information flowing through the other
connections, if any existr câfi be of any complexity; the

usage of information flowing through any of the connections

can be either data, hybrid, or control; the direction of
information flow through any of the connections as well as

the nurnber of distinct connected modules is inconsequential;
the binding time of all of the connections is greater than

coding time.

&.5.7 Describinq ConÈent Couolinq ssit,h Factors

rn the crassification content coupling the factors that are

necessary and complete to describe the classification ares

There are one or more connections; the binding time of. one

or more of the connections is coding timei alL other factors
are inconsequential.
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& "6 DTSAGREEESE¡ITS BETWEEN FACTORS A¡{D CLASSTFTCATTONS

Many serious software engineering textbooks contain a

section of software engineering heuristics, or "rules of
thumb", These rules of thumb are a set of principles
obtained through experience rather than rigorous formalized
methods. since they do not fit eregantly into any other
section of a book and are werl worth publishing
[30] , lsZl , [65] , they are usually collected together in a

chapter unto themselves. The coupling classifications
contradict some of these heuristics. presented below are a

few instances where the coupring crassifications and the

coupring factors disagree. It is interesting to compare the
outcome of these disputes to
heuristics,

the principles outlined by the

The classifications portray the number of connections
emanating from a modure as being inconsequential, as rong as

they are all good connections. The factors disagree with
this. The factors state that as the number of connections
increases the coupling increases. The heuristics state that
the number of direct descendants of a module should be

minimized, with the upper limit being 7 plus or minus two

[37]. obviously, the greater the number of descendants the
greater the number of connections (each descendant is one

control connection) 
"

position.
Empirical studies [13] support this
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The crassifications suggest that all common environment

or pathological connections are bad. The factors disagree.

sometimes a common environment connection is advantageous

because it decreases the total number of connections and/or

the totar number of connected modules" This theory agrees

with a heuristic that states that information should not be

passed through a module that does not act upon it" This is
because such information is an imprementation detair that
should be hidden from modul-es that do not directly
manipulate it. Recall that the goal of modular design was

to reduce program complexity, which is sometimes

accompl i shed by reduc ing the number of connect ions.
Empirical studies t13l support this position.

The classifications state that control coupling is bad.

while it is true that control coupling is not an idear way

to couple modules, ofLen it is unavoidable. The factors
state that the direction of the control coupling is
important" Passing contror down (opcodes, function codes,

item codes, etc.) leads to higher coupling than passing

control up. when control is passed down, the carred module

is not a "b1ack box" because the caller has specific
knowredge about its function. on the other hand, passing

control up ( return codes, flags, condition codes, etc . )

does not expose the contents of the called module to the

caller and is part of the normar reporting process for a

subordinate,
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The coupling classification assigned to a module is
dictated by the lowest quarity connection. In other words,

the connections are considered as a group rather than being

accounted for individuatly. Essentiarly, "one bad apple

spoils the barrel", or more precisely, one bad connection
tremendously increases the coupling of a modure. The

factors maintain that this theory has some erement of truth
to it but not to the extent that it is portrayed. The

classifications give far too much weight to the type of the
connection without concern for the other factors such as

number of connections, usage, etc. rn modure coupring one

poor connection does not degrade modul-e coupling with a

quantum leap, it degrades it proportionatery in accordance

with the weight assigned to the pertinent factors.

&"7 DIMENSIONS OF COUPLING

Before continuing to develop a quantitative coupling metric
it is important to emphasize the three distinct types of
coupling measurements that can be taken. For ease of
explanation consider the system of modures in figure 14.

Let us presume for the purposes of irrustration that the

weight of each connection in figure 14 is one. There are

three types of coupring measurement that are of interest in
this system:

a) The direct coupring dependency between any Lwo given

modules. For example, in figure 14 the coupling
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Module À Module B Module C

Modu1e D Module E Module F

Module G

Figure 142 Three Dimensions of Coupling

between module D and module G could be measured. To

do this all the connections between module D and

module G, and only the connections between module D

and module G would be taken into account. No other
connections emanating from either D or G are counted.

rn this exampre there is only one connection between

modules D and G, therefore the total of the weights is
1. This is a measure of the direct dependency between

modules D and G. This is represented by the function

co(n:c)

for the coupling dependency between rnodules D and G.

b) The coupling dependency between the system and an

individual module. For this measure alI the

connections to a given modure are accounted for. For

exampre, in figure 14 the direct coupling dependency
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c) The coupring dependency of the system. rn this case

all connections in the system are taken into account.

rn this example the total weight would come to 6. The

weight of 6 emphasizes that the connections are being

counted, not the number of module interfaces. rf the
number of interfaces were counted the total would be

12, not 6" This is an important distinction because

not all connections have an interface on each side of
the connection. Take for exampre a connection between

a module and an external variable. The module

referencing the externar variable has an interface but

the external variabre is globar and therefore has no

interface to speak of.
function

This is represented by the

CD(: )

between the system and

Laking inLo account all
In this case module G i
and F by one connection

3. This is represented

module G could be measured by

connections to/from module G.

s connected to modules D, E,

each, giving a total weight of

by the function

Cp(c: )

X and Y, it is expected by definitionFor any two modules,
!L-!
L t¡ct L



&"8 ð TI{EORETTCAI OUANTITATI\TE COUPLTNG D4ETRTC

4"8.1 Bounds of the Metric

rn chapter 3 a theoretical quantitative varue representing
modul-e cohesion vras developed" The varue amounted to a

ratio that yielded a non-negative number between 0 and 1

inclusive" À number that approached 1 indicated that the

module exhibited good cohesive properties whereas as the

varue approached 0 it was an indication that the cohesive

properties of the module were less than desireable. The

coupling metric that wilt be deveroped below is srightly
different from the cohesion metric. The coupling dependency

value yierded from the computation is a non-negative number

between zero and infinity. I f, for example, CD(e:s) is
being measured, a varue of zero indicates that there is no

direct coupling dependency between the modules. As the

coupring dependency varue increases the actual coupring

dependency between the modures increases. There is no

absorute upper bound to the value derived for the coupring

dependency.

&.8.2 Factor WeiqhÈ and Factor precedence

1o apply the coupling metric to CD(X:) for instance, all
connections emanating from module x must be enumerated. À1r

of Èhe coupling factors outlined in section 4.4 on page

number 124 must be taken into account. when performing the

carculation there are two levers of "weights" to be

considered"
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The factor weiEht or FW is the first Lype of weight. The

FW takes into account the rerative importance of one factor
to another. For exampre, under the existing classification
scheme the type of the connection carries far more

importance than the number of connections. A1r of the
factors with the exception of the number of connections
would be assigned appropriate Fws. The number of
connections is not assigned a weight per se because the fact
that each connection is taken into account essentialry
assigns it a weight.

The factor precedence or Fp is the second type of weight.
The FPs represent the relative weights of the different
leveIs of quarity in each factor, For exampre, it is
generalry agreed that a binding time of coding time is less
desireabre than a binding time of compire time, which is
less desireable than a binding time of link time, etc. The

FPs are only associated with factors 2 through 6 inclusive.

rn order to simpJ-ify the number of entities to be

considered and to increase the metric flexibiriLy the Fws

and FPs sharl be compressed into the Ft{pM. Let FWpM be the
factor weight-precedence matrix which is a matrix that has

bounds lz""l,1..Nl, where N is the upper bound on the number

of FPs. So, FWPM13,3l contains the factor precedence of the
third best type of complexity, namely heterogeneous.
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Row 7 of. the FWPM is a special case since

the number of distinct connected modules, not t
of something that happens inside a connection. corumn 1 of
row 7 contains the precedence of having 1 connected module,

column 2 of row 7 contains the precedence of having 2

connected modures, etc. Therefore, using the FWpM the

rerationships between the factor precedences need not be

linear" As weIl, the precedences of one factor need not
necessarily be greater or less as a group than the
precedences of some other factor.

ir
he

represent s

precedence

pseudo-code

4.8.3 An Alqorithm for Couplinq Dependencv

Given the above definitions, the following
algorithm will- compute CD(X: ).

ND is the number of destinations.
NC is the number of connections.
CD is the coupling dependency,
F is the factor number.
P is the precedence number.

CD:= FWpMlT,NDl
LOOP FOR C 3= 1 to NC

LOOP FOR F := 2 to 6
P := identified precedence of factorlF]
IF the factor is relevant AND

the factor is in context THEN
CD := CD + FwpMlf',pl

ENDI F
ENDLOOP

ENDLOOP

The above algorithm f or co(x: ) wirl also work f or co(x:y)
if the variable ND is set to 1"
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The above algorithm for CD(X: )

if the variable ND is seL to the

the system.

The complexity

The interface
parameter,

The connection

of the information is atomic"

type of the connect ion i s

is resolved at run time"

will also r¡ork for CD(

total number of modules

formal

:)

1n

4.8.4 Normalization of Cn(ge)

since the weights and precedences in the FwpM are to be

determined by empirical methods it is possible to scare the

values in the matrix up and down by an arbitrary constant
va1ue" Although the empirical data witl not be collected as

an aspect of this presentation ¡ ctiteria necessary for such

a study will be discussed in section 3.5 on page 92 of this
dissertation. The outcome of the empiricar study shourd

yield a FWPM which contains values such thaL when co(x:y) is
calculated a value of 1.0 will result if and only if:

There is one connection between the modules.

The usage of the information flowing through the

connection is data, it can be neither hybrid nor pure

control-.
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&"9 &IOTES ON GATHERTNG EMPIRICAL DA,TA

Although gathering empirical data in support of

4

the

aretheoreticar arguments presented in chapters 3 and

beyond the scope of this thesis, a few points on the subject
are important enough to be mentioned here. A methodology

for collect ing software engineer ing empi r icar data in
general has already been developed in l2l" In addition to
the generar criteria that have already been estabrished, the
following criteria should be kept in mind for this
particular problem;

ø The data should be captured from one rarge project
rather than from many smarrer projects. This ensures

that the same data scheme is not measured more than
once. rt is better to measure ten different things
than to measure one thing ten times. Measuring one

rarge project will ensure that this is not done, to any

great extent at least. As welr, many of the problems

which modure coupring and modure cohesion address do

not occur in small systems.

The project to be measured shourd be impremented in one

programming language only " Crossing 1anguage

boundaries may introduce more modules and associated
complexities than are intrinsically required to solve
the problem, thereby impairing the results.
The programming language used in the project shourd be

one of ihe sLaLe of the art programming ianguages with
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package oriented or object oriented features. whire it
is true thaL many projects are sti11 impremented in
first generation high level languages such as FORTRÀN

and coBol, these programming ranguages do not offer
many f eatures that the neÍ{er languages do. For

exampler Deither FORTRAN nor coBol, offer any sort of
nested brock structuring. The author does not advocate

that block structuring is either good or bad. Block

structuring is a feature that could affect the outcome

of the analysis and therefore should be measured.

The empirical data should

following SDLC stages:

be gathered at all of the

lack thereof, such be

the system before an

correlated to module

Ðuring programming.

The amount of deveropment effort shourd be measured for
different modure types. The process could be automated

such that the system wourd report the exact amount of
time spent coding each module.

During testing.
The number of errors discovered in each modure should
be logged" The number of errors versus modure coupring
and cohesion should be correlated.
During deployment,

The customer' s satisfaction,
recorded. The changes made

acceptance is issued should

coupling and cohesion.

or

to

be
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@ During maintenance.

when an enhancement is made Lo the system the number

and type of modules affected shourd be recorded. The

rocarity of such changes should be correrated with
module coupling and cohesion.

CIeatIy, collecting data from a project
identified as one of the goals of the

onset" Às well, the type of systems eligi
would be limited to a very small_ subset

systems.

v¡ou1d have to be

project from the

ble for the study

of the available

4"10 coNcLusroN

In this chapter several important concepts dealing with
modure coupling have been introduced. Firstry, the factors
that infruence module coupring have been identified. whire
the originar concept of coupling was a brirliant discovery,
it can onry be used by an individuar who has substantial
software engineering experience. Its practical usefulness
is limited in that sense" This chapter has externarized the
underlying factors of module coupring. The identification
of the factors leads to a better understanding of module

coupl ing, whether the factors are accounted for
qualitatively or quantitatively. The factors can be

identified by individuars who possess mediocre experience,
and in fact are straightforward enough to be identified by a
computer program; it would be feasible to construct a
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computer program that would evaruate the coupling of a

modure or set of modules. secondly, the idea of rigorousj_y

enumerating the connections and assigning a weight to them

has been introduced. The concept of assigning a weight to
each Lype of factor to obtain a numericar representation
means that Lhe coupling dependency can be represented in a

more prec ise and meaningf uI ryay.
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Chapt,er V

SOFTWARE SYSTEM ENGINEERI}dG

"Perfection is reached, not
longer anything to add, but
longer anything to take avray. "

when there is
when there is

no
no

- A" Saint-Exupery

5. 1 ABSTR.àCT

The design documentation prepared for a software system is
often obsorete before the system is put into production.
This is because the design phase is not integrated with the
other sDLc phases, and hence the design documentation is too
expensive to maintain. Given that a design for a software
system has been documented, it is not obvious that the
quality of the resurting program can be predicted solely
from the design documentation. This chapter presents the
specifications for a software tool called spÀMr ân acronym

for system Pranning Mode1, that addresses these probrems. À

software system is modetled with a system schema, which is
basically a detailed machine representation of a

transformation schema. The underrying programming ranguage

contains control elements onl-y; arl data elements, which are
managed by SPAM, are part of the system schema and must be

specified during the design stage. Because program daÈa

elements are divorced from program control elements,
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features such as ftexible scoping, system wide cross
referencing, separate compilation consistency checking, sDLc

phase integration, and a host of oLhers can be provided by

SPAM. since the system schema contains a mapping of all
connections in the system, coupring metrics can be appried
to the schema to predict program quality before any of the
control erements have been detailed. The benefits derived
from SPÀM are two-fo]d. Firstly, the SDLC enjoys a higher
degree of integration and automation. secondry, system

designers view the workings of the system from a different
philosophicar perspective than traditional systems because

the data elements are divorced from the contror elements.

5.2 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the specifications for spAM I a

software toor for automating rimited aspects of the software
development lifecycle. The name SPAM is an acronym for
system Planning Model. Although "system pranning model"

suggests that sPÀMrs functions are rimited to the design
phase of the sDLc, spAM provides an integrated environment
for the design, programming, test ing, deployment , and

maintenance phases of the SDLC" The focus of this chapter
is on the facirities that spÀM provides for the design phase

of the sDLc. The facilities provided by spAM for the other
sÐLc phases are outrined but are not described in any great
amount of detail.
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It should be noted that only the

SPÀM are discussed in this chapter,

such a tool is not addressed.

theoretical aspects of

The implementation of

In

5.2"'1 Overview of This ChapÈer

This chapter describes the need for a software system

development tool that follows the entire rife cycre of the

system. The resurts from the previous chapters are used to
define the problems and shape the toor. The concept of a

software system moder is discussed, arong with a ner¡¡ scope

mechanism that is an integral part of the model. The

remainder of the chapter is used to describe the individual
components of the tool: how the component is used, how it
integrates into the rest of the tool-, and what advantage the

component provides over conventional approaches.

5"2.2 Desiqn Documentation

one of the probrem areas in the design phase of the sDLc is
the documenting of software system designs. The problem is
not the rack of a documentation technique as there are
plenty of them [63]. Design documentation is either not

attempted or quickly becomes obsorete because of the amount

of labour that is required to keep it up to date.
practice very few software engineering shops regularry use

and prace weight on the resurts of formalized software

design techniques l4l. rt is interesting to observe that
the design stage is not emphasized by many software
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engineers. Àn empirical study

following, among other things:

The most common type of

or implementation oi a

Design changes tend to
individual components

sub-systems.

l57l concruded the

syntax type error corrections aside, the most frequent
type of change in the sDLc is an unplanned design
modi f icat ion.

1n

error is one made in the design

single component of the system.

be nonlocalized with respecL to
but localized with respect to

Design documentation is typically kept on paper. when a
change is made to the design either during or after the
design phase, the original paper design becomes obsorete and

must be redone. These design changes not only surface
during the design stage itserf but arso appear during other
SDLC phases. For example, if a design error is discovered
during the testing stage, âDy resurting design change must

ripple up through the sDLc phases affecting the source code

and the design documentation. The number of design changes

encountered during sDLc phases other than the design phase

are numerousi sometimes a design error is not discovered
until the system is detivered to the customer. euite often
design changes are required during the maintenance phase of
the sDLc, not because some sort of an error has been

detected, but because the customer requests that nev¡

features be added to the system. À software system is
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rarely a static entity.
the maintenance stage

affected:

The documentation

be changed.

The source code of

The test data for

l.lhen a design change

of the SDLC the

is made during

following are

@

@

supplied to the customer may have to

the program must be changed.

all or a part of the system must be

changed.

ø The design documentation must be changed.

Basically, i f a change is made at phase 'irN'r of the sDLc,

then quite likery changes also have to made to phases N-1,

N-2, ..., 1. An article in IEEE COMPUTER 146l reported on

the findings of the strategic Defense rnitiative
organization (soro) with respect to the sDLc as forlows:

The 
- 
panel regarded the "waterfa1I diagram"

paradigm, "the portrayal of a software develoþmentproject proceeding smoothly and uni-directioñatIy
from requi rements spec i f icat ion to design
specification to coding, testing, and deliveryñ,
as a misconception of the reality. "The truth-is
that these steps can, and often do, feed back into
any of their predecessors."

Management tends to view keeping design documentation up to
date as a fruitress exercise, hence it is either abandoned

after Lhe first few iterations or not attempted at all.

As well as the cost aspects of keeping design

documentaLion up to date, many software professionars view

it as a boring exercise beneath their talenis.
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SPAM provides facirities that ease the burden of updating
design documentation by integrating the design phase into
the other sDLc phases. spÀM stores the design of a software
system in a machine representabre form that must be kept up

to date because it is used by successive SDLC phases.

5.2"3 Software Desiqn Metrics

There are many methodologies for deriving a program design

based on a set of program specifications t631. Different
design methodologies place the ernphasis of the design on

different aspects of program behavior. some design

techniques base the design on functional aspects whire
others base the design on the behavior of the data" whire
many of the design methodologies are quite specific and

detailed regarding how to produce the design, they rack a

measure of the resulting design's quality. when presented

with two different designs for the same program, it is
difficult to identify the superior design. The

to theidentification of the superior

intuition of the observer.

design is Ieft

In general, there are two

metrics and predictor metricsll
used to determine the quality
predictor metric forecasts the

the program is built. Most

engineering are resi:It metrics,

types of meLrics, result
5]. A result metric can be

of a completed program. A

quality of a program before

of the metrics in software

which implies that a program
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is written and then a metric is appl ied to the completed

In lt t 1 Fred Brooksproduct to determine the quality.
comments that the authors of a softwa re system should "plan
to Lhrow one away". Brooks states that the experience
gained from constructing the first version can be used to
construct a higher quality second version. Essentially, the
outcome of the first version is used as a resurt metric.
ResulL metrics are of rimited usefulness for very rarge
software systems.

A predictor metric is anarogous to a medicar prognosis
whereas a result metric is analogous to a medical post-
mortem; the resurts of a medicar post-mortem may be

concrusive but it is impossible to convince the patient that
this is an indication of success. Very large software
systems such as BNR's DMS l7l and Àmerica's sDr invorve
thousands of man years of development, and hence are simpry
too rarge to "build one and throw it away". The cost to
throw very large systems away and start over is prohibitive.

rt would be desireabre to have a predictor metric that
courd be applied at an early stage of the sDLc that would

determine program quality before the program was written; at
an earry stage of the sDLc back tracking is reratively
cheap. This chapter describes how spAM can compare the
quality of rivar program designs before any source code has

been written by applying metrics to a model of the software
system,
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A model is relativery inexpensive to construct when

compared to the product itself.
Models have smaller resource requirements than the
product itself.
Models exhibit the same behavior as the product.
Many models do not exhibit all the properties of the
product as the model is constructed to exhibit only
the properties that the observer is interested in.
Models can be constructed in less time than the
product can be constructed.
The model can be studied in isoration to observe

weaknesses.

The problem with modelling a

5.3 MOÐELS

It is desireable to be able to
software system. Having a model

advantageous for the same reasons

in general, namely:

t"

construct a model for a

of a software system is
that model-s are desirable

software system is that
while software is often

things it is not clear how

of a software system

of "system" must be

group of interacting
soitware system the

2"

3"

A,

5"

software is an intangible entity;
used to construct models of other

software itself can be modelled.

In order to determine how a model

could be constructed, the definition
brought to Iight. À system is "a

objects" t56] " For the purpose of a
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"objects" are modules and the "interaction" between the
objects is the exchange of data and contror. The essence of
any system is the interacting parts. The objects themsel_ves

are of less importance from the system perspective as they
could be coalesced into one huge object that performs the
same function, but then there wourd be no system. Às was

described earrier in this thesis, such a program could be

made to work but would be counter-productive. since program

data erements and program control elements are conveyed over

hypothetical paths calred connections, the "interaction" in
a software system is represented by connections. Therefore,
to model a software system a representation of arr of the
connections between the modules is required.

sPÀM moders a software system by requiring arl the inter-
modure connections Lo be furry detaired during the design
phase of the SDLC.

described in chapter

The quantitative coupling rnetric
4 can be applied to the model to

determine the coupring dependency of the software system.

The model can be artered or alternative models proposed and

the coupling dependency of the alternative moders can be

compared to the original model. The process can be iterated
until a design with the lowest coupling dependency is
yierded" rt should be noted that the cohesion of the model

cannot be rigorously computed until the program is
compreted, which wirr be discussed in further detair below.
The benefits of a moder in general are realized for such a

software system model because:
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1. The system model is inexpensive to construct when

compared to constructing the entire system. The

model can be constructed by a small group of
designers, thereby assuring conceptuaL integrity
t11l .

2.

3.

L

tr

The system model has smaller resource

than a working version of the system

model contains no executable code.

The system model exhibits the same

properties as the working system because

interactions are the same.

The system model can be constructed in
short amount of time since there is no

cooe to write.

requi rement s

because the

behavi oural

all of the

a relatively
executable

The system model can be studied by applying
quantitative coupling metrics to it thereby exposing

any weaknesses.

5.4 THE PHILOSOPHICAT FOT'NÐÀTIONS OF SPAM

The philosophical foundations of SPAM are somewhat different
than the philosophical foundations found in other design
methodologies. consider figure 1 on page zg" Before the
advent of modular programming, programs were constructed as

one large monolithic block. The complexity of such a

program is high because one large monorithic brock of code

exhibits extremely poor cohesion. (ffris is represented by

"point B" on figure 1.) such a rarge program is difficulL
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to comprehend unless an individuaL has a

experience with that particular program.

great deal of

When modular

programming was introduced, an attempt was made to reduce

the size of the monoliLhic blocks in an effort to make

programs more comprehensible. The problem that is
encountered with doing this is that as the module size
decreases the number of external connections running between

the modures increases. Because human beings have a limited
capacity for processing information lll1, as the number of
connections increase, the perceived program comprexity
íncreases. Because humans cannot cope with large amounts of
information, the correct size for a program's modures is a

tradeoff between the size of the modures and the number of
externar connections. (this compromise is represented by

point c on the graph. ) This is the theory that figure 1 is
attempting to convey.

The ideal scenario for a program wourd be one under which

all the modures were very smarl and there vrere very few

externar connections. rn this way the modules courd be

understood because they wourd be small and the number of
externar connections wourd be humanly manageable.

unfortunately, the rearities of the situation are such that
this rarery, if ever, occurs. rf humans are to compose,

manage, and understand comprex software systems, these

tradeoffs are imposed because of our limited information
processing capability.
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The number of external connections in a program farrs
into the rearm of couplíng. The size of a modure farls into
the realm of cohesion. Therefore, the correct size for a

module is a compromise between modure coupling and modure

cohesion. In chapter 3 the factors that influence modure

cohesion v¡ere discussed. One does not have to understand

the factors described in chapter 3 to know intuitivery that
modules with a large number of source lines have a greater
potentiar for poor cohesion than modures that have very few

source lines. This is fundamentarly true because as a side

effect to the number of lines increasing, the numbers of
each cohesion factor will also increase.

It is not known how to compute the cohesion of a modure

before the statements in the module have been coded. once

the module has been coded, the cohesion can be rigorousry
evaruated, but not before. Given the system moderr ân

estimate of the cohesion can be made based on the factors
that the moder exhibits with respect to cohesion, but some

of the facLors are not determined untir the module is coded.

on the other hand, if a complete and detailed mapping of
all the externar connections in the program is produced,

then the module coupling can be carculated for each modure

and for the system. This can be done because the model

exhibits al1 of the factors that infruence modure coupling.
Given that such a mapping exists for a software system, and

that the mapping is stored in an internar representation on
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a computer, the perceived coupling comprexity of the system

diminishes. This is because the machine is managing the

coupling rather than the coupring being mentarly managed by

a human" No ronger is the complexity of the coupling
directly linked to the human capacity for processing

information. Because coupring is managed by the computer,

the other important aspect, cohesion, becomes the prime

ingredient to program complexity"

Recall- that the size of a module was moderated by the

coupling-cohesion tradeoff. since the coupring aspect is
managed by a machine, the cohesion aspect can be forced to
its near ideal rirnit. Essentialry, this means that the size
of each module in the system can be very smarr without
concern that program comprexity wirr escalate due to the
high number of connections" The aspects of the program that
humans dear v¡ith, namely the module size, are kept smalr and

mentally manageable, whire the aspects that the machine

deals with, namely the external connections,

unconstrained"
are

The net effect of arr of these measures is lower program

comprexity as perceived by a human observer" spAM provides

a discipline under which these philosophical beliefs can be

enforced and measured.
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5"5 scoPE

5.5"1 fiistorv of Scopinq

The "scope" aspects of modurarity were discussed in chapter
2- Recalr that the scope rules of a language impose

restrictions on the lifespan and visibility of data items.
The evorution of scope in programming languages has

developed in three generations:

First generation scoping.

The scope of an identifier is the subprogram in which

it is declared. Typical examples are the programming

languages FORTRAN and COBOL.

Second generation scoping.

The scope of an identifier is the subprogram in which

it is declared and all subprograms nested within the

subprogram. These are the "block structured"
languages" Typical examples are pL/I and pascal.

Third generation scoping.

A program entity encapsulates data and subprograms

within one scope [1], 19), [s+1, [39], l+11, [60],
[61] , l12l , Is0] , 1201, t481. These are the

package and object oriented 1anguages.

examples are PROTEL and Smallta1k "

Typical

The three generations of scope rules presented above are a

generarization of the progression of program scoping.
obviously there are exceptions and extensions to each

generation.

1"

1

3"
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Many of the languages f
scope facilities, but

languages from generation

evolution of programming

important in representing

rom generation "N*1 " introduce new

no other new features over the

"N". One can surmise from the

languages that scope is very

and organizing module work.

connections that are "normar" do not violate scope rul_es.

This is not true of all "pathological" connections. For

example, consider a variable in a FORTRAN named common block
that i s shared by a subset of a system' s rnodules . The

rifespan and visibirity of such a variabre does not coincide
with the normal workings of the scope mechanism. I¿h i 1e

shared variabres are sometimes the most elegant way to solve
a particular programming problem, it is not clear why they
do not fit into the "normar" scope mechanism. Is the scope

mechanism inadequate or is the sorution to the programming

problem the wrong one?

The author suggests that the first, second, and third
generation scope mechanisms unduery constrain the lifespan
and visibility of data. consider two approaches to software
design, data flow diagrams t19l and structure diagrams t651.
A data frow diagram (oru) bases the system design on the
individual transitions of data as they flow through the
system" A structure diagram (sD) bases the system design on

the hierarchy of contror within the system. Essentially,
the DFD models the way that data behaves in the system and

the sD models the way that control behaves in the systern.
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There is a process known as Èransform anarysis whereby a DFD

can be transformed into a SD t52]. One has to wonder why

such a process is necessary. why is only one of these

diagrams insufficient to express the design of a software
system?

The reason that two distinct techniques are required to
convey the internal aspects of a system is because there are

two distinct and separate aspects to the workings of a

system, namely control and data. The scope mechanisms of
programming ranguages attempt to constrain the behaviour of
data to force the data to behave in the same manner as

contror. whenever the data behaves in a manner different
from the control, a "pathorogical" connection is created.
Recal1 that pathologicar connections create greater program

complexity than normal connections. rn order to properly
specify the aspects of a software system it is necessary to
handle both the behaviour of data and the behaviour of
contror, each in a naturar and convenient vray. This can be

accomplished by having a scope mechanism that is more or
less separate from the contror aspects of the programming

language' In this thesis such a scope mechanism is called
fLexible scoping.
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5.5"2 Flexible Scopinq

Flexible scoping gives the designer the ability to specify
the properties and behaviour of each data entity in the

system independent of the control aspects of the system.

This means that the lifespan and visibility of a data item

are no longer derived from the physical l-ocation of the

declaration in the program source. Rather than the data

being defined in the programming language, the definition of
the data, its lifespan, and its areas of visibility are all
part of the system schema. The system schema is manipurated

through an interactive program ca1led the Interactive Schema

Editor (lsg), which is discussed below. rt should be noted

at this point that the editor for changing the system

schema, which is referred to as the rsE, is a different
editor from the one used to change program source.

The advantages of flexible scoping are:

The rifespan of the data and the visibility of the data

can be specified separately. They are not tied
together as closely as they would be under scope rules.
The lifespan and visibility of the data are not

dependent upon the lexical organization of the

executable elements.

Via the ISE, the ability to alter the

restricted to authorized personnel on1y.

Èhe conceptual integrity of the design.

data can be

This ensures
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By definition, there are no paLhorogical connections,
À pathological connection is a connection that is not
formally specified and may viorate normal scope rules.
since all- connections are mapped by the system schema,

there is never any doubt about a connections's source

and destination. Because the lifespan and visibility
of all data items can be specified in the manner that
is natural

violations
to

of

the behaviour of the data, there are no

the "scope" rules.

5.6 COMPONENTS

There are several components that
components are:

comprise SPAM. These

is created and

acronym for

a) The system schema. The system schema

changed via the ISE, which is an

interactive schema editor.

d)

These components are discussed below.

c)

b) The language that the source code is programmed in.
This language is carred upl., which is an acronym for
"Underlying programming Language".

The editor that is used to create and change the
program source" This editor is calred the rNE, which

is an acronym for "Interactive Nodule Editor".
The compiler that is used to generate object code

using the system schema and upL source as input. The

compiler is called sIc, which is an acronym for "spAM

Integrated Compiler".
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5"7 SYSTEM SCHEMA

A sysËem schema is a model of a

concept of a system schema is based

schema" devised by Ward [55], which

data flow diagram to represent cont

differences between

are:

software systern" The

on the "transformation

is an extension of the

rol and timing" The

and the system schemaa DFD on paper

The system schema is stored on

readable form.

a computer in a machine

Any changes to the system schema are made through the

interactive schema editor and take effect immediatery.

A human readabre form of the system schema, which wourd

look like a DFD, can be generated automaticarry by the

IsE. The subject of an algorithm for the automated

drawing of DFD's has been addressed in detail in t3l .

Other than mentioning that SPAM must have this
capability, the discussion of the drawing of DFD,s is
beyond the scope of this thesis.
The design information is either entered into the rsE

via an interactive command language or via a mouse

driven, graphically oriented, vrindowed, what-you-see-

is-what-you-get interface. The method of input is an

implementation detail and hence is beyond the scope of
this chapter.

since the system schema is stored in a machine readable

formaL, a number of metrics may be applied to the
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schema without the

paper to machine"

need to transport the data from

The system schema is not a mirror-irnage of the

connections in the system as the DFD is. The system

schema is forced on the programming ranguage because

the language must inherit the data definitions from the

system schema. The underlying programming language is
a specialry tairored language that does not contain any

data definition facilities" It is therefore not
possibre to change the def inition of a data item
without changing the system schema because they are one

and the same.

rn order to develop a systern schema, the system designer
must specify arl of the following at some point, not
necessarily in the order given below:

The processing entities that perform the transitions on

the data" These are referred to as nodules.
The data entities. with each data entity a description
of the dat.a's purpose and f unction must be given; this
description constitutes the data dictionary.
The connections between the nodules,

control.
both data and

The lifespan of each data entity.
The visibility of each data entity with respect to the

nodules "

@

@
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Sub-system information. The designer has the

capabirity of defining a subset of the nodules in a

system as belonging to a sub-systen. The purpose and

advantages of sub-systems are discussed be1ow.

Test data for each nodule and test data for each sub-

system. For each nodure and sub-system in the system

the designer must specify a set of possible inputs and

the expected outputs for each input set. The test data

are used to perform automatic unit testing on the
nodules and sub-systems.

5.7 ,1 Nodules

À nodule is an entity that performs a functionar transition
on one or more data entities. The term nodure is used in
this chapter instead of the term module to emphasize the
different philosophy emproyed by spAM. A nodure differs
from a module in Lhe following ways:

rdeally, a nodure performs only one transition on one

data entity. Àlthough there is no mechanism to enforce
this, the name nodule impries such a processing entity.
Ideally, a module is a self contained unit that
contains both the executable elements and the data

elements that are necessary to moder one aspect of a

probrem. (the idear module rarely occurs because of
the introduction of pathological connections which
.'i¡'I^+^ !L^ L1--l- L^ ^----- \v¿Çr.rLe -Lne oracK-Ðox concept.i lthi1e a module
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contains the data and executable code necessary to
model one aspect of a problem, a nodul_e does not. Ä

nodul-e contains only the executable erements necessary

to perform one transition on one data item. The

nodures do not contain any data. The data is harboured

by the system schema "

BasicalIy the differences between a module and

philosophical in nature " The term nodule

emphasize the philosophical differences.

a

is

nodule are

used to

rt shourd be noted that the nodures must be defined when

the system schema is built, but are not necessarily firled
in until some later time"

5 "7 "2 Sub-Svstens

The system designer has the capability of defining a subset

of the nodules to be a sub-system. Essentialry the sub-

system boundary forms a hypotheticar shell that the nodures

are encapsurated in. The onry thing that penetrates the

shell are connections that enter and reave the sub-system.

The designer is permitted to define as many sub-systems as

desired providing that sub-systems at the same level do not

intersect. Sub-systems are also al-lowed to encapsulate

other sub-systems. Therefore, a sub-system is a

hypotheticar boundary surrounding a set of nodures and/or

other sub-systems" At the lowest rever an individual nodule

a sub-system.is considered to be
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systems can be considered to form a hierarchy, the rowest

level of which can be at the nodule reve1, and the highest
level of which can be considered to encapsurate the entire
system. rn the hierarchy sense the sub-systems represent a

"block structured" sort of approach to the system. The key

difference between a block structured hierarchy and the sub-

system concept of SPAM is that the tines of the sub-systems

are imposed by the system designer rather than by the
programming language.

since there are many revels of sub-systems, it is
advantageous to deverop some sort of notation that
distinguishes the depth of one sub-system to another. The

lowest level sub-system, which is an individual nodule,

shall be called SS(0). There are nany SS ( 0 ) 's in the
system, one for each nodule. Às one goes higher in the
hierarchy the number of the sub-system increases by one.

For exampre, the sub-system that encapsulates a ss ( 0 ) wourd

be ss(1). Às the notation indicates, there is no timit to
the depth of sub-system nesting. By definition, the sub-

system that represents the system itself wirl be carred
ss(top). The sub-systems that are encrosed in ss(top) are
all at level SS(top-t).

other than forming an hypothetical she1l that
encapsulates nodulesr conrìections, and sub-systems, the
properties of a sub-system are;
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The sub-system level provides a boundary that. the
lifespan of a data item can be specified for. when

contror enters the sub-system, all variables that are

oefined as being born on entry to the sub-system are

created" when control leaves the sub-system the
variabres that are defined for that sub-system are put

to death.

The visibiiity of a

system "

variable can be specified by sub-

The sub-system forms a compilation unit. That is
say that a particular sub-system can be compiled in i
ent i rety .

The sub-system forms an entity for unit testing and

integration testing" when defining a sub-system the
system designer must specify a set of test data for the
connections running into the sub-system and the
expected results for the connections running out of the

sub-system. using the test data provided during the
design phase, SpAM can perform unit testing on the
individuar nodules in the system. providing that arl
ss(O)'s are validated spÀM can move to the next sub-
system level, and perform integration testing on ss(1)"

ø The sub-system is a unit of packaging [65].

to

ts

In
particurar, the sub-system is a unit for feature and

image packaging" The noLion of packaging is an

important one in the deployment stage of the sDLc which

is discussed further below.
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The sub-system is a unit of change. Since very 1arge

software systems must be atlowed to evolve, there must

be accommodation for implernenting and tracking changes

to the system. This is done at the sub-system revel-.

The problem of tracking changes is discussed further
below "

ø The sub-system provides a Ieve1 of programmer team

isolation" For example, one group of programmers may

be assigned the responsibility of a particurar sub-

system. The i r access and change pr i vi J_eges can be

restricted to a sub-system only. Essentially this
all-ows management to control the project by delegating
responsibirity and ensuring that unsanctioned changes

are not made to parts of the system.

The sub-system provides a logical revel for cross
reference purposes. since the system schema stores all
data definitions, SPAM provides cross referencing
facilities. The search space for the cross reference

can be restricted to a particular sub-system.

NormaJ-Iy, system wide cross referencing is performed by

a separate software toor. The advantage of using the

schema for cross referencing is that the cross

reference is always up to date. There is no need to
run a cross referencing program against the entire
system after every change. Usually such cross
referencing programs are run only periodically, perhaps

once per week. This means that the cross reference is
almost always out of date when it is needed.
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5"7"3 Data EntÍties
when composing the sysLem schema, the system designer must

completely detail every data entity in the system. For each

data entity, the following must be specified:

The type of the datar âs in REÀL, ÏNTEGER, etc.
The complexit-y of inf ormation. This includes the
dimensions and the structure of the information, if
such information is applicable.
The usage of the information.
The rifespan of the data item. The rifespan of the
data is synchronized to the entry and exit of control
from either an individual nodule or a sub-system.

The visibility of the data item. The data can be

selectively visible in a subset of the nodures that the
lifespan is defined for.

5.7 " 4 Connections

The connections that run between the nodul_es are compJ_etery

detailed as part of the system schema. Each connection in
the system must be described with the forrowing information:

e The source of the connection.
ø The destination of the connection.
ø The lifespan of the connection. This information

incrudes the birth and death of the connection,
Essentiarly this gives the binding time of the
connection.

@

@

@

@
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The di rect ion of informat ion flow through the

connection.

The identification of the information that wirr flow

through the connection" This can be described by

giving the name of the data entity that will flow
through the connection.

It should be mentioneO that
following entities:

connections can run belween the

One nodule and another nodule.

This sort of a connection either transfers a data

reference from one nodure to another or transfers
conLrol from one nodule to another.
À data entity and a nodule.

This is either a uni-directionar withdrawal connection

or a bi-directional connection.

À nodule and a data entity.
This is either a uni-directional deposit connection or
a bi-directional connection.

A data entity and another data entity.
This is a connection between data items" This is
simirar to a pointer reference in standard programming

Ianguages. Although it is the exception rather than

the rule, such connections can be established
dynamically, The bounds of such connections are

statically defined.
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The advantage of enumerating alr the connections through the

system schema are:

Since every connection is formally specified, the

connections or each connection can be easily traced
through the ISE.

should a data entity change, the ISE can inform the

designer of arl the connections and nodules that are

affected by the change.

since the rsE has knowledge of all connections, it. is
possibre to produce a detailed cross reference listing
for the entire system, or for a given sub-system.

AlL connections in the system are formar and externar.
since the nodures do not contain any data there are no

internal- connections.

rt is relatively simpre to produce a DFD from the

connection information.

The consistency of separate compiration is always

ensured because the interface information is stored in
one location.
rt is reratively easy to have spÀM conduct automatic
unit testing since it has a detailed knowledge of al1
inputs and arl outputs. since testing shows the

absence of bugs, not their presence, this aspect of
sPÀM merely assists the human process of testing and

does not. replace it.
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5"7,5 Data tífespan and VisibiliËv
The lifespan of a data itern is a separate consideration from

the visibility of the data item in spAM. The only
constraint is that the visibility of the data item must be

restricted to a subset of the nodures that the rifespan of
the data is defined for. Recall that variable instances
that obeyed this constraint were defined to be "properly
synchronized".

The lifespan of a data item is restricted to a particurar
sub-system.

5.7.5 Test Data

One of the probiems

si-ze, is maintaining

with any program, regardless of the

a set of test cases for the program as

the program evolves. Typicarry, after a program is tested
the test cases are discarded. This is unfortunate because

the test cases represent a great deal of rabour and most

often can be reused at a later time. SPÀM permits the
designer and/or programmer anð,/or tester to deverop a set of
test cases for each nodule and sub-system that stay with the
nodule for the lifetime of the system. The tester can

specify a series of possible inputs for each nodule and the
expected outputs for those given inputs. upon command, spÀM

will automatically unit test each nodule against alr the
given test cases. SPÀM reports any anomalies that are

found. Given that arr of the nodures within a given sub-
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system are unit tested without error, SPAM then tests the

sub-system that the nodures reside in. In this Í¡ay spÀM

will methodically unit test and then integration test every
nodure and sub-system in the system. Because the test cases

are part of the system schema they stay with the system.

when a problem is reported from the field the test cases for
the problem area are augmented to include the nev¡ problem.

Not all nodules have their output in the form of outgoing
connections. For instance, a given nodule may output
information to the printer or other device. when spÀM is
instructed to perform unit testing, it recognizes all non-

standard output connections in a nodule. spÀM wirl compile

the nodure in such a vray that the device carls are written
to buffers; the buffers can be interrogated by the test
system. By changing certain statements in a nodure when

preparing for unit testing, spAM can apply all of the
predetermined test cases to a nodule and validate the
results.

The advantages of the testing capabilities of spAM are:

ø Test cases are always retained and augmenLed as the
system ages "

o The entire system can be

The need for testing can

change to the system.

permit a load to be built

methodically tested by SpÀM.

be forced upon anyone making a

For example, SPÀM will not

if an untested change will be
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incorporated in the load" SPAM forces the entire
system to be tested if a change is made to any one

component" This is referred to as regression testíng.
The throughness of the test cases is a matter that is
left up to the testing staff. SpAM can ensure that
each nodure has at least one test case, but the quality
of the test cases is the responsibility of humans. The

best way to ensure that test cases are adequate is to
employ a separate test team for the project. The

testing team and the programming team should work as

adversar i es .

5.7 .7 Reuseabilitv

The reuseabitity of nodul-es and sub-systems is addressed by

sPÀM. The term reuseability refers to the abírity to use a

piece of a system in another contexL in the same system

without redefining the portion of the system that is being

reused. The designer has the capabirity of physicalry
defining a nodure or sub-system once but using it togicarly
many times in the schema, rn this way traditionar
reuseability of system parts is achieved.

5.7 "8 PortabiliÈv
one of the traditional virtues of modular programming that
SPAM does not support is the portability of individuar
system components. The term portabirity refers to the

ability to rift a segment of source from one system and use
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it in another context in a different system. portability is
normally not possible with spAM because the information for
one particular component of the system does not al1 reside
in one place" rn a traditional programming environment, the
program source contains both the executable elements and the
data erements necessary to implement some function. By

copying or moving a section of the source code, arr the
information is transferred. rn spÀM, the information
describing the data elements is kept separate from the
information describing the executable erements. By moving

program source written for spÀM, only the executable
elements are transferred. The information describing the
structure of the program and the data information is part of
the system schema. Because the inforrnation is disjoint,
portability is sacrificed. Àtthough it would be possibre to
have an export function in spAM that wourd merge the
necessary informat ion in order to ready it for
transportation, it does not fit elegantly into the overarl
design of SPAM.

5.8 TT{E T'ITDERLYING PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

The programming language source contained in the individual
nocules of the system is a ranguage carred upt, which is an

acronym for underlying programming tanguage. There are
three components that must be discussed with regards to upl,:

e The language UPL itsetÍ.
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The editor
source.

The compiler

information

that is used Lo create and chanqe UpL

that converts the

to object code"

UPL source and schema

These components are discussed below.

5,8.'l Lanquaqe

It is nol- the purpose of this section to provide a comprete

and detaired description of the syntax and semantics of upl.
rndeed, it is not the mandate of this chapter to describe
any of the features of spAM in any great amount of detair,
but instead to give a general overview of the important
concepts that distinguish spAM from other programming

environments. The purpose of this section is to outrine the
facilities of UPL that are different from those of some of
the other state of the art programming languages.

SPAM is based on the premise that advantages can be

realized from handling the data erements of a program

separatery from the executabre erements. This means that
some of the traditionar facilities of a programming language

are removed from the programming language and handled by

some other tool. rn this case the other toor is the rsE,

which is part of SPAM. The facirities that are normally
part of a programming language but do not exist in upl,

include:
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Declaration of variables, types, fi1es, etc.
UPL does not have any declaration facirities f.or

defining variables, files, and types; a1l definitions
are part of the system schema anC are handled by the

ISE rather than UPL"

Specification of the structure of the program.

In a traditional programming language the structure of
the program is defined by facirities in the source

language such as packages, objects, procedures,

subroutines, functions, etc. UpL has no such

facirities because the structure of the program is
defined in the system schema.

Definition of the interfaces that ensure consistency
during separate compilation.

UPL does not contain facilities for defining modure

interfaces because such information is defined through
the ISE"

Facilities for defining compilation units.
Some traditional programming languages have

for defining program segments which

facilities
physically

facilities
the sub-

decompose the program. UPL has no such

because compilation units are specified at
system level of the system schema.

Facilities for defining logical program units.
Most traditional programming ranguages have facirities
for defining subprograms which logicarry decompose the
program. UPL has no such facilities because the
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structure of the program along with the interface of
the individual parts are part of the system schema.

ø Facilities for defining the visibility, arso known as

scope, of a variable or other data entity" upl, has no

such facirities because variabre lifespan and

visibility are defined through the ISE.

with the above items excruded from upl, the programming

language basicalry consists of control type statements. The

forlowing list is not intended to be an exhaustive inventory
of UPL slatement,s, rather, it is intended to give the reader

the flavour of the language:

ø Data manipulation statements.

defined through UpL, it can be

basic set of arithmetic
assignment, addition, subtract
division, etc.

Àlthough data is not

manipulated with the

operations including

ion, multiplication,

wHr LE ,

contror structures. upL provides a standard complement

of control structures for artering the normar

sequential flow of control. The control structures
include the Lraditional IF-THEN-ELSE, FOR,

REPEAT, CASE, etc.

Transfer of control" Arthough the control connections

themserves are specified through the rsE, upL contains
statements for transfering the flow of control to
another nodule in a structured manner.
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ø other control transfers. upl, contains facilities for
handling exceptions and multi-tasking.

5.8,2 The Interactive Nodule Edítor
The interacÈive nodure edítor (rnqg) is the editor that is
used to create, modify, and delete upl, source code. The rNE

is not a program editor in the normar sense. À normal

editor considers the source to be a series of rines of text.
Although any aspect of the program can be altered via the
editor, the editor has no knowredge of the programming

language. The editor can permit the programmer to alter any

aspect of the program because atl aspects are part of the
program source. In this sense a syntax directed editor
(so¡) is like any other program editor. À sDE has a

knowledge of the syntax of the target programming language,

and hence is abre to detect program syntax errors as the
program is typed in. The rNE is not an sDE. À programmer

cannot change arl of the aspects of a program through the
rNE because noL all of the aspects are specified in the
program source. only the executable aspects are part of the
program source in UpL.

Through the rNE, a programmer is onry permitted to edit
the contents of one nodule at a time. It is not possibre to
change the overarl structure of the program through the rNE.

The structure of the program is part of the system schema,

hence it must be changed through the rsE. The rNE is
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integrated v¡ith the system schema in such a vray that the INE

can read the system schema to determi.ne the connections that
emanate from the nodure being edited. when a programmer

opens a nodule to edit it, the INE presents the programmer

with a description of the nodure's interface as welr as the
source code that is in the nodule" The programmer is onry
permitted to change aspects of the program associated with
UPL via the INE"

5.8.3 The SPAM Inteqrated Compiler

The SPAM integrated compiler (src) is the software tool that
produces object code based on the inforrnation provided in
the nodul-es and in the system schema. A few aspects of src
are discussed be1ow.

5.8.3.1 Compilation Units
Às was stated above, the unit of compilation in
sub-system. Recall that a nodule is considered
lowest lever of sub-system, which s¡as written ss(0)
possible to change the compilation units in the
without altering the program source.

through the ISE.

Sometimes the order of compilation of
units in a program is important. The order

can be specified through the ISE"

This would

SPAM is a

to be the

. IT 15

program

be done

Ehe

of

individual
compilation
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5 "8 "3.2 Separate Cornpilation Consistency

In order to produce object code from the source program the

src must have access to the contents of nodures as welr as

the system schema. since the interface information for each

nodure is stored in the system schema there is no problem

ensuring the consistency of units during separate

compi lat ion.

5.9 CHANGES TO TI{E SYSTEM

Às well as organizing the effort required to construct a

large software system from the onset, spAM provides

facilities f.or imprementing changes as the system evolves.
Àrthough it is not the purpose of this thesis to address

changes to software systems in general, there are several
important aspects of system evolution Lhat shourd be

desc r ibed.

There are two important ingredients to system change:

Flexibitity.
The system must be frexible enough to accommodate a

number of di fferent types of changes. Without
flexibility the system cannot evolve.

Trackability.
Every change to the system must be documented and

related back to problem reports.
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SPÀM provides

changes:

@ ïnages.

flexibility for the following types

Schema Versions.

Features.

Fixes.

5,9,1 Imaqes

sPÀM provides the capabirity for defining a system image.

Àn image is a subset of a software system that is tailored
for a particular target environment. For example, if the
software system were a compiler then an image wourd be

required for each machine language that object code was to
be generated for. Most of the compiler would be the same in
every image" The differences from image to image wourd be

the low revel code generation routines. rt is expected that
from image to image there would be mutualry exclusive system

parts, but the core of the system woutd be the same.

Hardware differences are just one reason v¡hy a system

image might be created. An image may be created for reasons

other than hardware differences. For example, in every
compiler there are many common sub-systems such as parsing,
symbor table manipulation, etc. rt would be possible to
create an image for every different ranguage that $¡as to
have a compiler generated for it. The common sub-system of
the images would be the symbor table manipuration routines,

of
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the parser routines, etc. The secondary parts of the system

wourd be the parts that are unique to compiling a particular
ranguage. Each different compirer would compile a different
language but they would arl generate code for the same low

level machine language.

5.9"2 Schema Versions

sPÀM provides the flexibility of schema versions. Each

image can have many versions. Every time a change is
required to the system schema of a particular image I a new

version of that image is produced.

5.9.3 Features

often a software system is sold to a customer who may choose

whetber or not to purchase one or more optional features. A

feature is an optionar part of an image. There are two

approaches to selling software with optional features:

ø compose each image with all possibre features buirt
into it. Before the software is sent to the customer

turn a software switch for each feature either on or

off, depending on whether the customer has purchased or

not purchased the feature respectively. There are two

problems with this. First, customers have a way of

f inding software switches. Second, the resource

requirements of most customer systems will be higher

than necessary because of all the memory being taken up

by features lhat never get used.
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SPÀM's ISE mainLains a list of

requirements in terms of image

Nodules that are not required for
not built into the load. This

enough to implement an optional fea

compilation is also required.

customer such that only the

has bought and paid for are

each customer and his

and opt ional features,

a particular customer are

in itself is not always

ture scheme" Conditional

@ Construct

f eatures

i nc I uded

the load for each

that the customer

in the load"

5,9.4 Conditional Comoilation

often a nodule that is in the core of the system will have

to check for the presence of an optional feature at run

time. Based on the absence or presence of the optional
feature some speciar processing may or may not have to occur

at run time" SPAM knows when the load is being compired

which features have to be built into the load. The feature
information is made available to affected nodures as part of

the connection information at compile time. Each nodure can

interrogate the connections that are passed to it at compire

time with preprocessor type statemenLs to determine which

features are being built into into the Ioad. The nodure

uses conditional compiration to avoid generating code that
is unnecessary. The check for the feature at run time is
not required since the code gets optimized out at compile

time' rt is the responsibility of the programmer to ensure
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that the conditionar compilation facility is used where it
is necessary.

5,9.5 Fíxes

Individual nodules in the system wirl often undergo changes.

The changes that an individual nodule undergoes is carred a

f ix.

5.9.6 Summarv of Flexibilitv provisions

The SPAM system provides for system evorution with the

following flexibility aspects:

ø The system can have many irnages.

ø Each image can accommodate many optional features.
s Each image can have many schema versions.
ø Each nodule in each schema version of each image can

have many fixes.

5"9.7 ProvisÍons for Trackabilitv
sPÀM provides for the trackabirity of changes as the system

evolves with the following scheme:

ø Each image is numbered.

ø Each feature is numbered.

ø Each schema version of each image is numbered.

ø Each nodule fix is numbered.

e Each change to the system is numbered and rerated back

to the numbers of the image, schema, and nodule,
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Each nodule is assigned a fix number" The fix number

increases every time a change to the nodule is made, A

nodule may be assigned a new fix number for one or more of
the following reasons:

An error was detected in the upl, code inside of the

nodule. The change is isolated to the nodule itself.
À change is made to the nodul-e to accommodate a nevr

feature. In order to have the nodure accommodate the

new feature a new fix number is assigned to the nodure.

A change is made to the schema of the sub-system that
the nodule resides in. In this case arr nodules in the

sub-system are assigned new fix numbers for the nevr

version of the schema.

o A change is made to Lhe image of which

part. In this case the nodules within
get assigned new fix numbers, and the

version for the image is assigned a new

number.

The above list is not intended as a complete

the trackability provisions of SpÀM, rather,
to give the reader the flavour of the trackabi
À structure that could be used to supporL

organization is the MD-NT space, developed by

the nodule is a

the image all
current schema

schema version

description of

it is intended

lity features.

this system

Kimelman lZz1.
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5,10 coNcLusroN

5.1 0,1 Summarv

sPÀM is a sofLware system programming environment that
provides a number of advantages over the traditional
approaches to software system construction, namely:

ø The ability to model a software system.

ø The ability to evaruate a software design before the

system has been implemented"

ø The ability to specify the lifespan and visibility of

data separately from the lexical organization of a

program. This was called flexible scoping.
ø The ability to integrate many software development

lifecycle phases through automation.

e The ability to provide automatic unit and integration
testing for a software system.

o The ability to impose management control and enforce

conceptual integrity over the system by controlling
access to the system schema.

o The frexibirity to change the system as it evolves over

time. Às the system changes the design documentation

and test case documentation are kept up to date.
o The ability to track individual changes to the system

and relate them back to problem reports from the field.
ø The abitity to cross reference all data erements in the

system v¡ithout the use of a separate cross referencing

tool. The cross reference is always up to date.
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Last , the abi 1 i ty to enforce a di sc ipI ine which

maintains that the perceived program complexity of a

software system can be lowered by divorcing program

data elements from program executable elements.

5"10"2 Analvsis

This chapter has outrined the basic specifications and

philosophical background of Lhe software tool- calred spAM.

Às weII, the advantages of such a tool, were one to exisL,
have been enumerated. obviousry, there is a rot more work

required before sPÀM can be moved from the drawing board to
the machine. The advantages of SPAM seem promising 

"

rndeed, new techniques will have to be created if very rarge

software projects are to be seriously attempted; this is the

sort of research that America's sDr would encourage. This

subject area is, and shalr continue to be for some time,
worthy of further research.
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Chapter VI

CONCLUSION

"I pass with relief from the tossing sea of cause
and theory to the firm ground of result and fact."

Sir hrinston Spencer ChurchiIl

6"1 REVIEWING THE ORIGTNAL OBJECTIVES

The original objective of this dissertation was to increase

the productivity of the design stage of the software

development lifecycre by increasing the degree of automation

with toors and by refining human thought processes. Both of
these objectives have been met. The human thought processes

have been refined by the introduction of nevr terminology and

heuristics for identifying rnodure coupling and cohesion.

Both module coupling and module cohesion can be represented
precisely by the use of a quantitative metric rather than

using the previous qualitative metrics. The degree of
automation has been increased by the introduction of SFAM, a

tool for modelling software system designs. The main

advantage of sPÀM is thaÈ the design phase of the sDLc is
intrinsically integrated with other sDLc phases through

automation. As well as providing integration for the sDLc,

SPAM also changes t.he way that software engineers think
about the r+orkings of a software system since the

programming language used dears with contror elements only.
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6.2.1 Improved Terminoloqv

rn chapter 2 of this thesis the terminology associated with
modurar design was articulated. This is very important for
improving the human thought processes associated with
modurar design. often, the definition creates the meaning.

In some instances ne!,¡ concepts were defined and new

6"2 REVIEW OF RESULTS

In this section the results
dissertation are reviewed and

meeting the original objectives.

hypothetical path between

information flows.

of each chapter of the

examined with respect to

Some of

modules over

iated

Most

bea
which

of data

terminology was created to express the concepts,

the important concepts clarified in chapter 2 arez

ø

@

The definition of "module" and "modular desi9o".
The concept of a module interface and the assoc

data interfaces and control interfaces.
importantly, a "connection" is defined to

The concepts of variable timing and variable visibility
have been precisely defined and described as separate

issues.

The attributes that affect the complexity

information have been identified and ordered.
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6"2.? Cohesion Factors

rn chapter 3 of this thesis the factors that influence
module cohesion vJere asserted and ordered. As a resurt of
identifying and ordering the factors that influence module

cohesion, the accepted levels of cohesion classification
have been changed. These resurts affect the priority of
different types of module cohesion, and hence the h'ay that
modules are coded,

6"2"3 Couplinq Factors

In chapter 4 of this thesis the factors
module coupling were asserted and rigorously
result of identifying the factors Lhat i
coupling, a better understanding good

theinterfaces is gained. This affec

of

ts

that in

examined

n f Iuenc e

and bad

way that

f Iuence

. Àsa

module

module

1a rge

systems are created and joined.

6.2.4 Software Svstem Enqineerino

rn chapter 5 of this thesis the ideas and concepts presented

in the previous chapters are brought together into an

integrated tool. The tool, called SPAM' ênforces a

discipline of the desireabre concepts from the previous

chapters. The resurt of bringing arl of these ideas

together in such an automated toor is a higher degree of
automation and integrity in the software development

lifecycle"
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6.3 A,DDITToNAL woRK

There are a number of

SPAM, they are:

distinct components that comprise

ø The system schema, which is created and changed via the

interactive schema editor (lSe).

ø The underlying programming language (upr).
ø The interactive nodule editor (rNe).

ø The SPÀM integrated compiler (SrC).

There would be a great dear of work involved in building a

SPAM. rt is advantageous to point out the components that
could be adapted from existing systemst this would atlow a

working version of sPÀM to be constructed expediently in
order to demonstrate its feasibility"

There is a significant amount of work required to create
a neh' programming language " Not only does the language

grammar have to be defined, but a compiler for the ranguage

has to be written, debugged, and tested. There is no

conceptual advantage to developing a unique programming

language for the first version of SPAM. Àn existing
programming language could be employed, by using only a

subset of the language and by modifying the existing
compirer" rndeed, since an existing ranguage would be used,

the advantages of SPAM r+ould be highlighted.

The interactive nodule editor is basically a text editor
Èhat is capable of reading the system schema. rn order to
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get a SPAM running quickly a nevr rNE wourd not have to be

created. An existing text editor could easiry be artered to
include the presentation of atI variabre decrarations. once

again, since an existing toor wourd be used, the conceptual

advantage of SPÀM would be highlighted.

The heart of SPAM is the ISE. By imprementing an rsE and

reusing arr of the other components from existing systems,

the advantages of sPÀM can be demonstrated as expediently as

possible. As weIr, the amount of time required to learn to
use sPÀM is reduced since users will already be famiriar
with many aspects of the toot.

Not all of the features need to be impremented in the

first version of the rsE. For example, a skeleton rsE courd

be constructed that would not have the capability to:

ø Draw data flow diagrams.

s Provide cross referencing capabilities.
ø Provide automated unit testing of nodules.
@ Provide support for features, images, versions, and

f ixes.

This wourd significantry reduce the time required to get the

first version operational 
"

The author estimates that a skeleton version of spAM

courd be constructed with the above limitations in ress than

two man years. The author estimates that it would iake:
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ø Six man months of further analysis, requirements, and

specifications.
ø One man month for INE alterations.
ø Two man months for SIC alterations.
ø Nine man months to construct the skeleton ISE.

The above items totar 18 man months" Àrlowing for things to
go vrrong, and they always do, the first version courd be

working within 24 man months. This is a very conservative
estirnate "
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